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ABSTRACT 

This research is intended to apply linear and non-linear techniques to estimate 

the money demand function of Saudi Arabia under two alternative approaches using 

two different measures of monetary aggregates (Divisia and Simple-Sum monetary 

aggregates). The first approach is the conventional way, which is based on empirical 

literature where non-oil GDP is used as a measure for income. The second approach 

is the consumer demand approach to money demand. This approach emphasizes the 

use of variables that are compatible with consumer demand theory, which emphasizes 

microeconomic and aggregation theory and deals with monetary assets as durable 

goods which are directly entered as arguments in the household utility function. 

 The thesis first briefly introduces the topic to in which a concise overview of 

the recent behavior of Saudi Arabia economy and monetary policy is discussed. 

Moreover to know the core objective of this research the purpose of the study is 

mentioned. A hypothesis question is developed as an addition to the purpose of the 

study. Furthermore, in the first chapter, the economy of Saudi Arabia and recent 

developments are discussed in details after which the financial system is discussed as 

it is necessary to get basic knowledge of how the financial system of the country first 

someone is to find out the money demand behavior of a certain country, and it may 

also be essential the practices of the relevant commerce institutions that how they are 

engaged in conducting of the monetary policy, thus for this essential requirement the 

conduct of the monetary policy in Saudi Arabia is discussed after the discussion on 

the financial system of Saudi Arabia. After this, in the second chapter, the Divisia 
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monetary aggregate technique is discussed in detail. This chapter presents the process 

of constructing Divisia Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia and compares Simple-

sum and Divisia Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia.  

The third chapter deals with the literature on the theoretical aspects of demand 

for money in general with different approaches to the demand for money explained 

vividly. Part of this chapter discusses the salient aspects of money demand in the 

context of Saudi Arabia.  And in the fourth chapter, any hypothesized assumption, 

suggestion and recommendations are discussed followed by the methodology 

exploited in the research of this topic. It is also ensured that the methods used in data 

collection and the research of this thesis are not merged with the methods which are 

actually used to create links between the linear and non-linear techniques which are 

used to predict the money demand in Saudi Arabia. And in the last, in chapter five, 

the analysis of experimental data is discussed so that detailed statistical information 

could be presented to support the theory discussed in other parts of the research. The 

analyses and examinations of the long-run and the short-run of the money demand 

functions for all alternative measures of monetary aggregates show that Divisia 

aggregates, when compared to their Simple-Sum counterparts, can serve as a potential 

target in formulating monetary policy in Saudi Arabia. This is explained by the fact 

that the Divisia aggregates provide a framework for dealing with the effects of 

financial innovations and also perform better at a high level of aggregation. Since 

Saudi Arabia is pursuing a policy of financial deregulation, which certainly will raise 
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the competition and financial innovation in the financial industry, the use of Divisia 

monetary aggregates as policy instruments is suggested.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND SAUDI ARABIA ECONOMY 

1.1 Introduction 

The Saudi Arabia’s economy is predominantly oil-based contrasting most 

other rising economies of the world. Almost all government spending is primarily 

financed by oil revenue. It has played a vital role in creating economic growth in the 

country since 1973. Such growth has resulted in increased demand for financial 

services and the rapid extension of the financial system. 

Saudi Arabia is experiencing drastic institutional adjustment because of severe 

government budget deficits in the last several years since 1985. In 1999, the 

government established the Higher Economic Council to increase the private sector’s 

share in economic activities. Saudi Arabia had also been negotiating for accession to 

the World Trade Organization (WTO) since many years which was finally achieved 

in 2005. Accession to the WTO opened the Saudi financial sector to more 

competition, thus, requiring the Saudi government to make significant structural 

changes in economic sectors, including the finanial sector, in order to establish a 

sound and competitive economy. The use of macroeconomic policies, fiscal policy 

and monetary policy for economic development and stabilization is essential; the 

monetary authority has increased the frequency of its implementation of monetary 

policy in recent years.  
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The demand for money  is a very important component in the formulation and 

implementation of monetary policy. Policy makers need to have a clear understanding 

of which monetary aggregate should be subject to monetary control and what are the 

factors that force this aggregate to change. This understanding enhances the ability of 

central banks to achieve the main objective of any policy, with predictale effect on 

inflation and economic growth. Therefore, the identification of a stable money 

demand is a very important issue that concerns both formulation and implementation 

of a soud and reliable monetary policy. The importance of a predicable amd 

consisitent money demand function is discussed by Friedman (1959), Friedman 

Schwartz (1982), Laidler (1993) and Nell (1999). Ducaand VanHoos (2004) in a 

paper that surveys the addition to the money demand literature since 1980s, readdress 

the importance of understanding the demand for money. In this regard, the purpose of 

this thesis is to provide an analysis of estimating the money demand using Linear and 

non-linear techniques with particular context to the economy of Saudi Arabia. 

Due to its importance , the demand for money and its properties has beacome 

a frequently visited subject in both theoretical and empirical. Many empirical studies 

aimed at finding a stable money demand by focusing on choosing the appropriate 

measure of money, scale variable, and the correct opportunity cost to include in the 

specification of the money demand function. These studies have repeatedly gained 

momentum with the introduction of new econometric techniques. Sample of studies 

that include a variety of econometric models and specifications of money demand 

function are Friedman (1959),Chow (1966), Goldfield (!973), Laidler (1993), 
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Bahmani-Oskooee and Malixi (1991), Bahmani-Oskooee and Pourheydarian (1990), 

Hendry and Erickson (1991), Hafer and Jenson (1991), Johanson (1992), Hamori and 

Hamori (1999), Bahmani-Oskooee (1996), Arize and Shwiff (1998), Ewing and 

Payne (1999), and Majid (2004). These studies have focused on understanding the 

properties and the stability of money demand as a necessary condition to to establish 

a reliable and predictable relationship between the relevant monetary aggregate and 

nominal income and inflation. Recent efforts have been devoted to developing 

economies and their money demand functions.  

The main objective of this thesis is to apply linear and non-linear techniques 

to estimate the money demand function of Saudi Arabia under two alternative 

approaches using two different measures of monetary aggregates (Divisia and 

Simple-Sum monetary aggregates). The first approach is the conventional way, which 

is based on empirical literature where non-oil GDP is used as a measure for income. 

The second approach is the consumer demand approach to money demand. This 

approach emphasizes the use of variables that are compatible with consumer demand 

theory which emphasizes microeconomic and aggregation theory and deals with 

monetary assets as durable goods which are directly entered as arguments in the 

household utility function. 

In order to make a comprehensive presentation the dissertation is structured to 

have different chapters.  In this chapter, the economy of Saudi Arabia and recent 

developments are discussed in details. Next, the structure of the financial system in 

Saudi Arabia is presented as it is necessary to get basic knowledge of how the 
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financial system of the Saudi Arabia is set. Furthermore, the conduct of the monetary 

policy in Saudi Arabia is discussed after the discussion on the financial system of 

Saudi Arabia. After this, in the second chapter, the Divisia monetary aggregate 

technique is discussed in detail. This chapter presents the process of constructing 

Divisia Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia and compares Simple-sum and Divisia 

Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia. The third chapter deals with the literature on 

the theoretical aspects of demand for money in general with different approaches to 

the demand for money explained vividly. Part of this chapter discusses the salient 

aspects of money demand in the context of Saudi Arabia.  And in the fourth chapter, 

any hypothesized assumption, suggestion and recommendations are discussed 

followed by the methodology exploited in the research of this topic. It is also ensured 

that the methods used in data collection and the research of this thesis are not merged 

with the methods which are actually used to create links between the linear and non-

linear techniques which are used to predict the money demand in Saudi Arabia. And 

in the last, in chapter five, the analysis of experimental data is discussed so that 

detailed statistical information could presented to support the theory discussed in 

other parts of the research. Concluding remarks summarizing the objective and 

accomplishments of the study is presented at the end, which marks the end of the 

dissertation.  

1.2 Overview of Saudi Arabian Economy 

As a country, Saudi Arabia possesses three distinct characters; as a strong and 

independent Arabic country; as the country that provides home for two holiest 
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Muslim cities; and as the single largest producer of oil in the world. On the economic 

front, it is the oil reserves of the country, which has turned this desert nation into one 

of the strongest economies of the world.  

With a view to encourage the inflow of foreign direct investments into the 

country, the government set up the Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority 

(SAGIA) in the year 2000. However, the country continued its restrictive policies in 

respect of certain industries. As an integral part of the economic reforms instituted by 

the country, the government got the accession into the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) in the year 2005. Furthermore, to put Saudi Arabia among the world's Top 10 

globally competitive investment destinations by 2010 The Kingdom plan to 

dramatically raise investment competitiveness under its "10 x 10" program. This 

program can be best seen in the “Economic Cities” announced in 2004. According to 

SAGIA, the four cities are expected to contribute more than US$150 billion in annual 

GDP, to create over a million jobs, and to become home to 4-5 million residents by 

2020. In the field of balanced regional development, SAGIA, supported by the 

Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques and the Crown Prince, launched three integrated 

economic cities in 2006, one each in Hail, Madinah and Jazan. In 2005 King 

Abdullah Economic City in Rabegh was launched. Two more economic cities, one in 

Tabuk and one in the Kingdom’s Eastern Region A study was schedualed to establish 

in 2007. These steps taken by the Saudi government has accelerated the economic 

growth to reach an average of over 5 percent in the last few years. The economic 

growth is in tandem with the increase in demand for oil and other petroleum products 
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throughout the world. Because of the economic growth, the country has also become 

one of the active investors in other countries of the world.  

Despite the rapidity of the economic growth, there are major challenges that 

the country faces; like the aquifer depletion and the increased cost of water supply. 

Continued dependence on oil and political instability in the Middle East are some of 

the other issues that draws the attention of the country away from the economic 

progress. Demographic factors also cause serious concern in the economic outlook of 

the country with 40% of the population with an average age of 15 or less, low 

education and higher unemployment levels. These issues are likely to result in major 

social unrests. 

The Saudi Arabian economy is oil-based with the government having a strong 

control over major economic activities of the country. The country is in possession of 

more than 20% of the world petroleum reserves and is the largest exporter of oil 

mainly to United States and many other countries. The country is an active member 

of Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and plays a leading role 

in the activities of OPEC. As of May 2008 75% of Saudi’s budget revenues is 

contributed by petroleum sector and 45% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

During the same period, 90% of the export earnings are from petroleum exports. The 

country has an expatriate population of about 5.5 million workers who contribute to 

the development of the economy.  

Increase in oil prices and the macroeconomic and structural reforms 

undertaken by the country enabled Saudi Arabia to accelerate the momentum of its 
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economic growth. The economic reforms measures were undertaken by the 

government to support the comprehensive and sustainable economic development in 

all the economic and social areas of the country. The continued increase in oil prices 

until mid 2008 coupled with the supportive actions initiated by the government 

witnessed an all round improvement in the performance of all sectors of the economy. 

The overall GDP registered a growth of 7.1 percent in current prices (Riyals 1.4 

trillion) and 3.4 percent in real terms (Riyals 813.0 billion) for the year 2007. There 

was a surplus in the State budget to the extent of 12.3 percent of GDP (Riyals 176.6 

billion) as against the surplus of 21 percent (Riyals 280.4 billion) for the previous 

year. The country had a very favorable balance of payments position for the 

consecutive ninth year with a surplus of Riyals 356.3 billion registering a decline of 

4.0 percent as against that for the year 2006. Some of the economic indicators are 

presented in the table below: 

Table 1.1: Selected Economic Indicators 
 

Economic Indicators 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Estimated Population (in millions) 22.02 22.67 23.10 23.68 24.24 
GDP at current prices (billion riyals) 804.6 938.8 1182.5 1335.6 1430.5 
GDP at constant prices (billion riyals) 686 722.2 762.3 786.3 813 
Inflation rate 0.6 0.3 0.7 2.2 4.1 
Aggregate money supply M3 (billion riyals) 417.5 496.1 553.7 660.6 789.8 
Net foreign assets of domestic banks (billion riyals) 41 47.1 26.4 70.6 42.5 
Actual government revenue (billion riyals) 293 392.3 564.3 673.7 642.8 
Actual government expenditure (billion riyals) 257 285.2 346.5 393.3 466.2 
Ratio of budget surplus to GDP 4.5 11.4 18.4 21.0 12.3 
Export of goods (billion riyals) 349.7 472.5 677.1 791.3 877.5 
Import of goods (billion riyals) 138.4 167.8 223.0 261.4 338.1 
Ratio of current account surplus to GDP 13.1 20.7 28.5 27.8 24.9 

Source: Annual Report of SAMA (2008) 
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1.3 Economic Growth 

 Central Department of Statistics and Information (CDSI) in Saudi Arabia has 

reported a growth in the GDP at current prices of 7.1 percent for the year 2007 while, 

the non-oil sector grew by 4.5 percent to 840.4 billion Riyals for the same year. The 

contribution by non-oil sector contributes about 45.6 percent of the total GDP. The 

growth in non-oil private sector GDP was in the region of 8.0 percent at 403.8 billion 

Riyals as compared to that of government non-oil sector growth of 4.2 percent, which 

in real terms accounted for 228.9 billion Riyals. The oil-sector registered a growth of 

8.0 percent with 778.4 billion Riyals constituting 54.4 percent of the total GDP at 

current prices. The real growth rate of GDP and the per capita GDP based on 

purchasing-power-parity (PPP) for the country is presented in the following tables 

and diagrams: 

Figure 1.1: Real Growth Rate of GDP  
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Figure 1.2: Gross Domestic Product Based On (PPP) Per Capita GDP 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1.3: Inflation Rate 
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The general cost of living for all the cities registered an increase of 4.1 percent 

in 2007 (1999=100) and the wholesale price index showed an increase of 5.7 percent 

for the same year. There was an increase of 15.2 percent in the total supply for goods 

and services in the year 2007. At the same time, the total demand for goods and 

services registered a growth rate of 12.9 percent (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 

2008).  

There was an annual increase of 40.9 percent in the general share price index 

to reach the position of 11,176 points as at the end of the year 2007 as compared to 

7933.9 points as at the end of 2006. Market capitalization of issued shares increased 

to the level of Riyals 1949 billion in the year 2007 from the position of 1,226 billion 

as of 2006 (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2008). 

Banking sector registered an impressive growth in the year 2007 with the rise 

in the deposits to 21.4 percent to Riyals 717.6 billion. This increase compares with 

the increase of 20.8 percent for the year 2006. Bank deposits accounted for 90.9 

percent of aggregate money supply at the end of the year 2007 as against 89.5 percent 

as at the end of the year 2006 (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2008).      

According to the estimates presented by Central Department of Statistics and 

Information, the population of the country stood at 24.24 million in the year 2007, out 

of which Saudis were 17.7 million constituting 73.0 percent of the total population. 

Non-Saudis were about 6.5 million representing 27.0 percent of the population. As 

per the statistics provided by the Ministry of Labor for the year 2007 the total labor 

force working for the private sector was about 5.8 million and out of this 13.1 percent 
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only were Saudis and the balance of 86.9 percent represented non-Saudis. This shows 

the excessive dependence of the private sector on the expatriate labor force. However, 

the statistics presented by Ministry of Civil service indicate the total number of work 

force working for the government at 830,000 of which 91.7 percent are Saudi 

nationals and non-Saudis are a meager percentage of 8.3 only. The Saudi male 

workers working for the government of the Kingdom were 508,000 and the Saudi 

female workers are 253,000 (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2008).   

On the fiscal side the actual revenue and expenditure for the fiscal year 

corresponding to the calendar year 2007 has indicated a decline of 4.6 percent in the 

actual revenues at Riyals 642.8 billion as against the previous year revenue of Riyals 

673.7 billion. However, the actual expenditure has gone up by 18.5 percent during the 

fiscal year to Riyals 466.2 billion whereas the expenditure for the year 2006 was 

Riyals 393.3 billion. Actual surplus was in the region of Riyals 176.6 billion for the 

year 2007 as compared to the surplus in the year 2006 of Riyals 280.4 billion. Oil 

revenues accounted for 87.5 percent of total revenues in the year 2007. The current 

account surplus was Riyals 356.3 billion in the year 2007 (Saudi Arabian Monetary 

Agency, 2008).  

1.4 Financial System in Saudi Arabia 

Medium term strategies in respect of economic diversification and 

acceleration to the economic growth are greatly facilitated by the financial reforms 

undertaken by any economy. The financial system of Saudi Arabia is quite diverse as 

compared to that of other economies in the region. Considering the international 
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standards, the banking sector in Saudi can be termed as modest in size with the bank 

deposits constituting 90.9 percent of the money supply as at the end of the year 2007. 

The commercial banks claim in the domestic private sector amounted to 557.9 billion 

Riyals as at the end of the year 2007 recording a growth of 21.4 percent. 

The financial system operating in the economy of Saudi Arabia is bank centric with 

the assets of commercial banks account for 1075.2 billion Riyals, which increased by 

24.9 percent in the year 2007. All the commercial banks are licensed to operate 

internationally and they can manage mutual investment funds on their own. Public 

ownership is found to be extensive.  Five banks had more than 20 percent of the 

holding by public and one bank had the public holding of more than 70 percent.  

There is participation from the foreign banks and the participation is through 

significant equity contributions. Six banks are found to have more than 20 percent of 

foreign equity.  

In terms of assets size the non-bank portion of the financial system is 

dominated by quasi-financial institutions of which the largest are represented by three 

is Autonomous Government Institutions (AGI).   These AGIs dominate the primary 

market for the government securities. They are authorized to hold wide range of 

domestic and foreign investments. Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) the 

apex banking institution of the country manages some of these institutions. There are 

specialized credit institutions extending interest free loans to priority sectors like 

housing, agriculture or specific industrial needs. Board of directors appointed by the 

Council of Ministers controls the operations of these institutions. The GOSI and the 
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Pension Fund representing the AGIs and the Public Investment Fund (representing 

specialized credit institution) hold equity ownership in some of the commercial 

banks. Public Investment Fund has a large ownership in Saudi Commercial Bank. 

However, the nonbanking financial sector in Saudi Arabia is in the development stage 

with leasing companies, insurance companies and licensed moneychangers 

accounting for a meager percentage of less than one in the total financial system 

assets (IMF Country Report, 2006). 

The banking system in Saudi Arabia is regulated by three distinct factors; the 

banking assets are funded largely by deposits in the nature of low-cost demand 

deposits that account for more than 40 percent of total deposits. The low cost deposits 

when used to lend at interest rates comparable to the international level consistent 

profitability for the banks. Secondly, the excessive dependence on oil revenue sources 

makes it difficult for the banks to attempt for any risk diversification domestically 

more particularly credit risk. Diversifying credit risk necessitates a high level of 

capital requirement and provisioning which deters the efforts of banks in the direction 

of diversifying domestically. Thirdly, banks work on extremely conservative lending 

policies. Such policies prescribe limits for lending to various sectors, limitations on 

lending to connected parties, prescription of liquid asset ratios, and approval from 

SAMA for foreign lending and imposing of limits on individual indebtedness. This 

promotes a managed risk environment and coupled with advanced asset-liability 

management the banks are able to ensure stability in the financial system. However, 
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the intermediation by commercial banks remains modest only (IMF Country Report, 

2006). 

The financial system of Saudi Arabia has been structured to have multi-layers 

expected to play significant role in economic, exchange and regulatory areas. Saudi 

Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) has been placed at the top of the system as the 

apex institution and SAMA is entrusted with setting the overall monetary policy of 

the country. Other functions of SAMA include securing the stabilization of the 

currency value amidst economic openness in exchange transactions and capital flows. 

SAMA makes use of a number of monetary policy instruments for this purpose. Such 

policy instruments include setting of the interest rates close to comparable dollar rates 

for the commercial banks, monitoring and control of foreign assets and introduction 

of medium-term and short-term government papers to effectively control the 

budgetary and balance of payments position and to efficiently control the fluctuations 

in domestic liquidity. SAMA acts as the regulator of all commercial banks, exchange 

dealers and moneychangers. It is also the depository of all government funds. SAMA 

disburses funds for purposes approved by the minister of finance for improving 

national economy (Metz, 1992).  

Broad money (M3) consisting of currency outside the banking system and 

bank deposits recorded an increase of Riyals 129.2 billion representing 19.6 percent 

and the total deposits stood at Riyals 789.8 billion in 2007. This compares with a rise 

of Riyals 106.9 billion and the percentage increase was 19.3 in 2006. The increase in 

M3 was due to growth in bank claims on the private sector. This increased by 21.4 
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percent. Substantial growth in net domestic expenditure of the government also 

contributed to the increased broad money situation. The government increased its 

expenditure outlay on several development projects and social services during the 

year 2007. The continued increase in imports that created a large deficit in the 

balance of payments of the private sector greatly neutralized the impact of the 

expansionary effect of increase in net domestic government expenditure and the 

increased claim of the banks on the private sector (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 

2008).  

1.5 Conduct of Monetary Policy in Saudi Arabia 

Exchange rate has a dominant role to play in most of the economies of 

emerging countries than the interest rate mechanism. This is due partly to the lesser 

development of domestic banking systems in these countries and partly due to the fact 

that full range of monetary instruments is not prevalent in these countries. The 

exchange rate influences the transmission mechanism by affecting the aggregate 

demand through the net exports and by affecting the inflation rate through the pass-

through effect. During recent periods, the monetary policy in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia has been subjected to the influence of abundant liquidity resulting from higher 

oil prices. The increased consumer and business lending by the domestic banks also 

influence the monetary policies. The formulation of monetary policies in the country 

is subject to meeting the challenge of asset price inflation and providing wide range 

of financial assets to domestic banks to extend the area of operation of transmission 
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mechanism. There is the increased focus on Islamic financing principles also (Al-

Jasser & Banafe).  

The monetary policy framework of Saudi Arabia is based on a fixed exchange 

rate policy. The country uses the exchange rate mechanism as the nominal anchor for 

keeping the inflation rate low and for facilitating the stability of exchange rate 

expectations. Due to the linking of the inflation with the exchange rate, there is the 

increased public confidence in the monetary policy framework. This also enlarges the 

opportunities for increased inflow of foreign capital for domestic investments. Since 

the external receipts and payments of the country are predominantly in US dollars the 

country adopts the policy of pegging the Saudi Riyal against US dollars. Further most 

of the oil revenues are subject to variations due to changes in world oil demand. 

Therefore, the variations in the revenue do not allow the country to adjust the 

exchange rates according to these variations. To mitigate this shortcoming the 

government attempts to stabilize the economy by adopting a counter-cyclical fiscal 

policy. Under this policy, the government strives to keep the expenditures steady in 

the wake of volatility in the receipts. Hence, the stability of the exchange rate for 

Saudi Riyal against US Dollar becomes critically important in framing the overall 

economic policies of the country. US Dollar is therefore the anchor and intervention 

currency for the Riyal (Al-Jasser & Banafe).  

The monetary policy of Saudi Arabia consists of different elements; (i) policy 

targets, (ii) strategy, (iii) operational framework, and (iv) transmission mechanism. 

Policy target determines the broad outlook of the monetary policy like for example 
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whether to pursue medium-term price stability or stability in exchange rates. Based 

on strategies the government determines the levels of interest rates the government 

wants to achieve over the period. Operational framework enables the government to 

embark on the ways in which the required interest rate levels can be achieved by 

using the available instruments like repo rates and adjustment of reserves. Monetary 

policy transmission mechanism is the process through which the policy decisions are 

implemented to influence the economy generally and to achieve the policy targets in 

particular.  

The government uses rules targeting inflationary tendency, exchange rate, 

monetary aggregates and the levels of bank reserve as some of the policy strategies. 

These strategies have the ability to limit the discretion of the central bank and to 

enhance its credibility. Through these strategies, the government is able to anchor the 

expectations of private sector effectively (Al-Jasser & Banafe).  

In the Saudi Arabian context exchange rate has been a predominant factor in 

conducting the monetary policies of the government. In the past reserve, requirements 

have been the major monetary policy instrument. However, SAMA has not gone in 

for any changes in reserve requirements since the year 1980. After the passing of the 

Central Bank Bills in the year 1984,  

In an economy controlling its monetary policies through fixed exchange rate 

mechanisms with perfect asset substitutability as in the case of Saudi Arabia, 

monetary policy cannot be found to be autonomous. Especially in the context of 

Saudi Arabia, the oil revenues and their predominant impact on setting the fiscal 
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policy will greatly influence the framing of monetary policies. SAMA has adopted a 

policy of passive accommodation of system liquidity and that of non-interference 

with the free operation of the market mechanism. As far as the asset price inflation is, 

concerned SAMA continues to behave extremely cautious on targeting asset prices 

due to the reason that asset price valuation has always been a complex phenomenon 

and is challenging.   

 SAMA has been using repo rates as the single policy instrument for 

monitoring the liquidity in the day-to-day system changes and in arriving at the 

desired overnight rate to the market. Government Development Bonds became a part 

of the government debt market in the year 1988 and the Central Bank Bills replaced 

the Treasury Bills in the year 1992. Presently SAMA uses the repo rates and reverse 

repo rates as the effective instruments for conducting the monetary policy of the 

country. The recently generated budget surpluses have enabled the government to 

repay longer-dated government debts. However, in order to ensure that the repo rate 

mechanism is not hampered SAMA takes care that adequate Treasury Bills are in 

circulation in the market. Whenever there are more speculative activities in the 

forward market against Saudi Riyal, SAMA intervenes in the forward market by its 

repo rate policy to contain wide variations in exchange swap points and interest rates. 

In all respects SAMA maintains the formulation of monetary policy unhindered by its 

role as debt manager of the government. The monetary policies in general are 

formulated in response to overall macroeconomic considerations (Al-Jasser & 

Banafe).  
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During the year 2007 SAMA continued its endeavour its control on monetary 

policy aimed to achieve the objective of maintaining stability in domestic prices as 

well as to maintain the exchange rate for Saudi Riyal. The objective behind the efforts 

of SAMA is to encourage investments and to increase the competitiveness of the 

Saudi economy. SAMA had to undertake the challenge of conducting the domestic 

economic and monetary policies in the direction of harmonizing the spending 

requirements for development purposes. This is necessary to bring diversification in 

the economic advancement of the nation and to create more job opportunities. Such 

policy measures are also aimed at reducing the inflationary pressures. In order to 

achieve the required results SAMA increased the repo rate by 30 basis points from 

5.20 percent to 5.50 percent during the first quarter of 2007. During the same period 

the reverse repo rates were raised from 4.70 percent to 5.00 percent by 30 basis 

points. In the last quarter of 2007 SAMA has reduced the repo rates several times up 

to 100 basis points to bring the rate up to 4 percent. This action from SAMA was 

necessary to bring stability in the domestic currency. The statutory deposit percentage 

in respect of demand deposits of commercial banks was raised from 7.0 percent to 9.0 

percent in November 2007 (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2008). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DIVISIA MONETARY AGGREGATES 

2.1 Introduction 

Monetary aggregates are crucial and commonly used as the measure for 

money in most of the macroeconomic and monetary models. They can be a useful 

instrument of monetary policy. Moreover, monetary aggregates do help in explaining 

the behavior of the economic agents. This suggests that constructing appropriate 

monetary aggregates is crucial. However, the simple-sum monetary aggregates, which 

are simply summing monetary assets assuming perfect substitution, are the most 

commonly adopted by central banks around the world; hence, researchers have only 

those aggregates to use in their studies unless they spend a considerable time to 

construct their own aggregates. 

At least two widely recognized theoretical deficiencies are emphasized in 

regard to validity of the official simple-sum aggregates. The first criticism concerns 

the collection of monetary assets comprising aggregates. The simple-sum aggregates 

are basically ad hoc bundles of monetary assets. Theoretically, to be an optimal 

aggregate, a monetary aggregate must contain a linearly homogeneous and weakly 

separable bundle of monetary assets.1 That is, a set of component monetary assets, M, 

is an optimal aggregate if the elasticity of substitution between any component asset 

in M and any asset not in M is independent of the quantity of any asset not in M. This 

                                                
1 For detailed discussion of the conditions necessary for an aggregate to be optimal, see Barnett (1982). 
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restriction implies the weakly separable condition that the marginal rate of 

substitution between any two assets in M is independent of the quantity of any asset 

not in M. 

The second defect with the simple-sum aggregates is the method used for 

aggregating over different components. The simple-sum aggregates are created by 

simply adding together the nominal values of each component included in the 

aggregate and assigning them an equal (unitary) weight. That is, 

                                                                                      (2.1) 

where xi is the ith monetary component of subaggregate M1 and n is the number of 

monetary assets. This form of aggregation assumes that the components are perfect 

substitutes for each other as money on a one-for-one basis. If this were the case, then 

the economic agent would hold only the one with the lowest opportunity cost (corner 

solution case). Furthermore, simple-sum aggregates can not internalize pure 

substitution effect. 

Economists have long recognized the shortcomings of the simple-sum 

aggregation technique. Irving Fisher (1922, pp. 29-30) describes the simple arithmetic 

index (simple-sum index) as follows: 

  …the most common form of average. In fields other than index 

numbers it is often the best form of average to use. But we shall see that 

the simple arithmetic average produces one of the very worst of index 

numbers. And if this book has no other effect than to lead to the total 
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abandonment of the simple arithmetic type of index number, it will have 

served a useful purpose. 

Milton Friedman and Ann Schwartz (1970, pp.151-152) discussed the simple-

sum approach in the following terms: 

  This (summation) procedure is a very special case of the more 

general approach. In brief, the general approach consists of regarding each 

asset as joint product having different degrees of ‘moneyness,’ and 

defining the quantity of money as the weighted sum of the aggregate value 

of all assets, the weights for individual assets varying from zero to unity 

with a weigh of unity assigned to that asset or assets regarded as having 

the largest quantity of ‘moneyness’ per dollar of aggregate value. The 

procedure we have followed implies that all weights are either zero or 

unity. The more general approach has been suggested frequently but 

experimented with only occasionally. We conjecture that this approach 

deserves and will get much more attention than it has so far received.” 

Furthermore, Barnett (1980) argues that simple-sum aggregates represent the 

incorrect measurement of the flow of monetary services. In a case of not-perfect 

assets components, Barnett emphasized the necessary use of non-linear aggregation 

with different weights attached to each component asset. Barnett (1978, 1980, 1982) 

provided a theoretical foundation for theoretically consistent monetary aggregation 

based on the Divisia Index (first proposed in a monetary context by François Divisia 

(1925)) as a viable alternative to the simple-sum aggregates. His subsequent work 
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proved that weighted monetary aggregates could outperform simple-sum monetary 

aggregates. 

 The Divisia index weights component assets according to their varying 

degrees of moneyness and can account for financial innovations involving changing 

relative yields on component assets. Unlike the simple-sum aggregates, the sound 

foundation of the Divisia approach in aggregation and index number theory enable 

the use of the weighting strategy and ties the Divisia aggregates to the consumer’s 

optimization problem. Since it reflects all costs and benefits of each monetary 

component in order for its user to optimize consumption, the Divisia index is, in 

principle, very attractive from the view of monetary theory. Furthermore, none of the 

unrealistic conditions of the simple-sum are imposed by the Divisia aggregation 

approach. 

Another advantage of the Divisia index is the ability to capture the exact 

amount of monetary services since the weights used to construct the index are the 

user cost-evaluated value shares (instead of price). That means a change in element of 

the component monetary assets leads to a change in the aggregate Divisia index, and 

the magnitude of the change in the Divisia index is exactly the same as that in the 

monetary service flow caused by the component asset change.  

 In what follows, a brief theoretical review of Divisia monetary aggregation 

will be presented first. Then the Divisia monetary aggregates (M1 and M2) for Saudi 

Arabia will be constructed. At the end, a comparison of the historical behavior 
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between Divisia monetary aggregates and the traditional simple-sum aggregates is 

discussed.  

2.2 The Theory of Divisia Monetary Aggregation 

Barnett (1980) illustrates the derivation of the Divisia index monetary 

aggregates utilizing the principles of microeconomic theory and index number theory. 

He assumes that a consumer maximizes his utility by choosing the optimal value of 

consumption and monetary assets, where monetary assets are considered as durable 

goods. Thus, the representative consumer maximizes intertemporal utility over a 

finite planning horizon of T periods, in each period. The consumer’s intertemporal 

utility function is  

                                             (2.2) 

where, for all s contained in {t, t + 1,…, t + T}: 

mt = (m1s,….,mns) is a vector of real stocks on n monetary assets, 

xs = (x1s,…..,xns) is a vector of quantities of h non-monetary goods and    

services, 

At+T = the real stock of a benchmark financial asset, held in the final period of 

the planning horizon, at date t+T, 

T = the consumer’s planning horizon. 

  And, subject to the following multi-period budget constraints for s constraint in {t, t 

+ 1,…, t + T}: 

    (2.3) 
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where:  

= (h x 1) vector of expected goods and services prices at date s, 

= the wage rate at date s, 

= the amount of labor supplied during period s, 

vector of expected nominal yield on monetary asset i at date s, 

= the true cost of living index at date s, 

= the expected nominal holding-period yield for the benchmark asset, and 

= the real quantity of a benchmark asset that appears in the utility function 

only in the final period of the planning horizon, t+T. 

As , the real benchmark asset, is assumed to offer no monetary service except in the 

final period and is held solely to transfer wealth intertemporally. This benchmark 

asset could be a different asset in each period, and its main role is to provide a non-

monetary alternative asset. 

The representative agent maximizes the intertemporal utility function by 

choosing the optimal value of  in a given budget 

constraint. Barnett (1978) illustrates that optimizing the above consumer’s problem 

produces the following: 

,                               (2.4) 

,                                     (2.5) 
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where: 

 is the current period optimal monetary assets held. 

is the optimal vectors of all other 

decision  variables and the past periods of monetary assets. 

= is the nominal user cost or the price for the current period monetary asset 

(Barnett, 1978; Donovan, 1978). 

Barnett assumes that the intertemporal utility function U is weakly separable 

in the current period’s consumption of goods and monetary assets.2 For a given 

period, the weak separability assumption enables the utility function to be re-written 

as: 

                                    (2.6) 

 The subutility function f (mt) is the monetary quantity aggregator function. Only 

current period monetary assets are included in this aggregator function. Thus, it 

measures the amount of current monetary services that the consumer receives from 

holding the monetary assets m1, m2,…, mn. 

Along with the assumptions that the utility function is weakly separable in 

current monetary assets and linearly homogeneous, the two-stage budgeting model of 

consumer behavior implies the existence of the monetary aggregator function. In the 

first stage, the consumer optimally allocates his budget among broad categories such 

as monetary assets (mt), and non-monetary goods and services (xt), and their optimal 

                                                
2 The weak separability of the utility function is a necessary condition under aggregation theory. 
“Without the appropriate [weak] separability conditions, any aggregate is inherently arbitrary and 
spurious and does not define an economic variable” (Barnett, 1980, p.13).  
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expenditures are derived. In the second stage, the representative consumer allocates 

his resources within each category, and optimal expenditures are allocated among the 

current-period monetary assets. For monetary assets, the consumer chooses the 

optimal current period monetary assets in the second stage subject 

to the optimal total expenditure on monetary assets chosen in the first stage. These 

optimal quantities of the current period monetary assets are a solution to the 

following maximization problem: 

     Max f (mt)    subject to                               (2.7) 

The specific form of the aggregator function is usually unknown. This means 

that we need to impose specific restrictions on the form of the utility function. 

However, an alternative to estimating the aggregator function is established by 

Barnett (1980) through the index number theory, to construct a specification-free 

statistical index number with no unknown parameters. In continuous time, the known 

Divisia quantity index, advocated by Barnett (1980), can track the aggregator 

function exactly without any errors.3 This is given by the following differential 

equation: 

                                                             (2.8) 

where wit is the monetary share given by  

                                                
3 Anderson, Jones, and Nesmith (1997c) prove that Divisia index exactly tracks the aggregator function 
in continuous time. 
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                                                                                      (2.9) 

However, in discrete time, there is no statistical index that is exact for an 

arbitrary aggregator function. However, Diewert (1976) has defined a class of index 

numbers, called superlative index numbers, which are exact for second-order 

approximations to unknown economic aggregator functions. Barnett (1980) showed 

that the Tornqvist-Theil Divisia index, which provides a discrete time approximation 

to the optimal Divisia continuous time quantity index, is in the superlative class 

defined by Diewert (1976). This is given by: 

                                                                 (2.10) 

Taking the logarithms of each side yields the following 

                                          

(2.11) 

where . Equation (2.11) shows that the growth rate of the Divisia 

index is a weighted average of the growth rate of the monetary components. The dual 

user cost index ( ) to the Tornqvist-Theil Divisia index is defined by the 

following recursive formula: 
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                                                                   (2.12) 

2.3 Constructing Divisia Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia 

2.3.1 Data 

The construction of the Divisia monetary aggregates requires data on 

quantities and prices of all components of monetary assets. The prices here stand for 

rental rates of the assets (user costs). Following the definition of monetary aggregates 

in Saudi Arabia, as defined by SAMA (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency), the central 

bank, M1 and M2 are composed of the following: 

 M1 = currency in circulation + Demand deposit 

 M2 = M1 + Time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

So, the data required for the construction of the Divisia index include the following: 

 Quantity of currency in circulation  

 Quantity of demand deposits  

 Quantity of time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

 The implicit rate of return on demand deposits 

 The rate of return on time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

 Treasury bill rates (various maturities) 

 Government bonds rates (various maturities) 
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The data sample is quarterly data ranging from (1993Q1) to (2006Q3). All data are 

obtained from the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA). 

2.3.2 Calculating the Implicit Rate of Return on Demand Deposits for Saudi 

Arabia 

Usually, demand deposits yield no explicit interest rate under government 

regulations. However, most financial institutions pay implicit interest on demand 

deposits in the form of free or reduced-cost bank services, easier access to credit, 

and/or offer free gifts on promotional schemes. Laidler (1993) emphasizes that the 

assumption of zero interest on demand deposits is a false assumption and it would 

lead to variation in the quantity of money demanded. Some economists have 

suggested that such non-price competition has allowed depositories to elude the 

regulations that ban explicit interest on demand deposits.  

According to Startz (1979), there are three hypotheses on the effectiveness of 

the Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935 prohibition of interest on demand deposits. The 

first one is the traditional hypothesis, which regards the prohibition to be fully 

effective. Second is the competitive hypothesis, which regards the prohibition to be 

completely ineffective. The third hypothesis is the modified competitive hypothesis, 

which regards the prohibition to be partially effective. Assuming that depositories 

face a perfectly competitive market, Klein (1974) derived an expression for the fully 

competitive implicit rate of return on demand deposits as follows: 

                          ,                             (2.13) 
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where rD is the implicit interest rate on demand deposits, rA is the interest rate on 

alternative assets, and c is the ratio of reserves to deposits. However, Startz (1979) 

emphasizes the use of the modified competitive hypothesis. Using functional cost 

analysis data, he argues that the implicit interest rate on demand deposits is well 

below the fully competitive Klein rate. Thus, the implicit rate of return on demand 

deposits is:  

                         ,                             (2.14) 

 where is the maximum reserve requirement on demand deposits, and is a 

coefficient that lies in the interval [0.34-0.58]. The Startz (1979) approach is adopted 

to calculate the implicit rate of return on demand deposits for Saudi Arabia. The 

three-month Treasury bill rate was used as a proxy to the interest rate on alternative 

asset , which is set to its maximum value of 0.58.  

2.3.3 Calculating the Benchmark Rate of Return for Saudi Arabia 

As illustrated in the Divisia theoretical section, the benchmark rate is 

necessary to calculate the user costs of monetary assets. According to Barnett and 

Spindt (1983), the benchmark rate is the highest rate among bond rates and all 

component assets at each period, this approach is called the “envelop” approach. In 

practice, benchmark rate should be defined in such a way that the user costs for 

monetary assets are positive. Anderson, Jones, and Nesmith (1997), constructed the 

benchmark rate during each period t as follows: 

,                            (2.15) 
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where rit is the rate of return on monetary asset i at time t, rBAA,t is the own rate of 

return on Moody’s seasoned BAA bonds at time t, and c is a small constant added to 

guarantee that the benchmark rate is strictly greater than the rate on any monetary 

asset. 

 To calculate the benchmark rate for Saudi Arabia we follow Anderson, Jones, 

and Nesmith (1997) approach. Thus, the benchmark rate for Saudi Arabia is  

                              (2.16) 

where rdd is implicit rate of return on demand deposits, rtsdi is a vector of the rates of 

return of time and saving deposits with different maturities ( one, three, six, and 

twelve month), rtbillsi is a vector of rates of return on Treasury Bills with different 

maturities (one-week, one-month, three-month, six-month, and twelve-month), and 

rbondi is a vector of the rates of return on government bonds with different maturities 

(two, three, five, seven, and ten year).   

2.4 A Comparison of Simple-Sum and Divisia Monetary Aggregates 

for Saudi Araibia 

Divisia aggregates have been computed for M1 and M2 categories defined by 

SAMA (Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency). Since the Divisia aggregates are an 

alternative to the conventional simple-sum aggregates, it will be instructive to 

compare them after normalizing so that both have the value of 100 at the same base 

period, 1993:1Q. 
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 Table (2.1) illustrates the calculated Divisia aggregates along with their 

simple-sum counterpart. Furthermore, levels, annual growth rates, and income 

velocities are compared to contrast the behaviors of the Divisia aggregates with their 

simple-sum counterpart over the sample period. 

2.4.1 M1 Graphical Analysis 

Figure 2.1:   Simple-sum and Divisia M1 indices (1993/1Q = 100) 

 

Figure (2.1) plots the narrow money aggregates (M1). It shows a similar 

increasing trend for Divisia and simple-sum until early 1996, when they began to 

diverge but in the same direction. Overall, the Divisia and simple-sum M1 have a 

very small discrepancy between them. This could be explained by the high 

substitutability among M1 components, currency in circulation and demand deposits. 

Furthermore, simple-sum M1 reveals a higher level of liquidity compared to Divisia 

M1.  
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Figure (2.2) plots the annual growth rates for simple-sum and Divisia indices. 

Both Divisia and simple-sum M1 appear to share similar movements and the 

difference in the growth rate between them seems much smaller. Furthermore, both 

series are highly correlated, as observed in figure (2.2). However, the period between 

late 2001 and early 2002 reveals significant divergence between the Divisia and 

simple-sum M1 growth rates. This could be attributed to the huge inflow of the 

national financial investments from abroad to domestic banks in the aftermath of 

September 11 attacks. Since Divisia applies an implicit rate of return on demand 

deposits, less weight has been given to demand deposits than the case in simple-sum 

aggregate, which explains the lower rate of growth of Divisia M1. Table (2.2) shows 

the basic descriptive statistics of Divisia and simple-sum M1. In general, table (2.2) 

suggests that the growth rates of Divisia and simple-sum M1 do not differ much from 

each other, and their correlation coefficient is close to unity. 

Figure 2.2: Annual Growth Rates of Simple-Sum and Divisia M1 (1993/1Q = 100) 
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The conventional way to obtain income velocity is to divide income by the 

monetary aggregate. Nominal gross domestic product (GDP) is most commonly used 

as a proxy for the volume of transactions. However, for the case of Saudi Arabia, two 

different series are used as a proxy for the volume of transactions. The first one is the 

non-oil gross domestic production. The reason for using non-oil GDP instead of total 

GDP is due to the nature of the economy of Saudi Arabia. The Saudi economy is 

largely dependent on the production and exportation of oil which accounts for more 

than one-third of the total GDP. The oil revenues do not affect the transactions 

directly since all oil revenues accrue to the government. In other words, the oil sector 

value added is directly regulated by the government and it does not have a direct 

impact on private sector investment. However, the indirect impact on the private 

sector is through fiscal policy and mainly through government expenditures. Another 

reason for using the non-oil GDP is related to the fact that non-oil GDP is relatively 

more stable than GDP. This is due the instability of the oil market abroad. The second 

series is full income or total expenditure, obtained by adding expenditure on 

monetary services and expenditure on consumption goods from the representative’s 

budget constraint. This approach is also adopted to obtain income velocity of Divisia 

and simple-sum M2 also. 

Income velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M1 using non-oil GDP are 

displayed in figure (2.3). In general, the discrepancy between the income velocity of 

Divisia and simple-sum M1 is very small and fairly stable until 2001. From 2001 to 

the end of the sample, the income velocities exhibit a downward trend and slightly 
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expand discrepancy between the velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M1. This could 

again be attributed to the huge inflow of the national financial investments from 

abroad to domestic banks in the aftermath of September 11 events. Furthermore, in 

order to diversify the economy and stimulate foreign direct investment (FDI), 

economic reforms and deregulations of the financial system are introduced from 2000 

and 2003. Data on FDI shows a significant upward trend since these reforms and 

deregulations were introduced. These vast inflows end up into different form of 

financial assets, hence expanding the monetary aggregates. 

Figure 2.3: Income velocity of Divisia and Simple Sum M1 (non-oil GDP) 

 
Figure (2.4) plots the income velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M1 using 

full income as a proxy for transactions. During the period 1993-2001, the velocity of 

Divisia M1 was more stable than the velocity of simple-sum M1, which was 

exhibiting a slight downward trend. By the end of 2001, both velocities show a 
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persistent downward trend. This could be explained by the same reasons discussed 

earlier.   

Figure 2.4: Income Velocity of Divisia and Simple-Sum M1 (Full Income) 

 

2.4.2 M2 Graphical Analysis 

Figure 2.5 plots the broad money aggregates (M2). It shows a similar 

increasing trend for Divisia and simple-sum until early 1994, when they began to 

diverge but in the same direction. This divergence is due to the faster growth in 

simple-sum M2 compared to growth in Divisia M2. Overall, the Divisia M2 and 

simple-sum M2 aggregates have a larger discrepancy between them than those 

observed for Divisia M1 and simple-sum M1. This larger discrepancy could be 

attributed to the fact that broad money includes more financial products and 
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instruments than narrow money. Thus, simple-sum M2 reveals a higher level of 

liquidity compared to Divisia M2.4  

Figure 2.5:   Simple-sum and Divisia M2 Indices (1993/1Q = 100) 

 
Figure 2.6 plots the annual growth rates for simple-sum M2 and Divisia M2 

indices. In general, simple-sum M2 records higher growth rates than Divisia M2 

except for the period from 2001 to 2002. Furthermore, both Divisia M2 and simple-

sum M2 appear to share similar movements except for the period from late 2001 to 

early 2002. The period between late 2001 and early 2002 reveals significant 

divergence between the Divisia and simple-sum M2 growth rates. This could be 

attributed to the huge inflow of the national financial investments from abroad to 

domestic banks in the aftermath of September 11 events. Table (2.2) shows the basic 

descriptive statistics of Divisia (M1 and M2) and simple-sum (M1 and M2) 

aggregates. In general, table (2.2) suggests that the growth rates of Divisia M2 and 

                                                
4 This is due to the aggregation procedure adopted by simple-sum aggregate, which gives equal 
weights (1) to all monetary components.  
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simple-sum M2 are more volatile and less correlated than their counterparts Divisia 

M1 and simple-sum M1.  

Figure 2.6: Annual Growth Rates of Simple-Sum and Divisia M2 (1993/1Q = 100) 

 

Income velocity of Divisia M2 and simple-sum M2 aggregates using non-oil 

GDP are displayed in figure (2.7). In general, the discrepancy between the income 

velocity of Divisia M2 and simple-sum M2 aggregates is larger than those exhibited 

by Divisa M1 and simple-sum M1. However, fairly stable income velocity for both 

Divisia M2 and simple-sum M2 are observed until 2001. From 2001 to the end of the 

sample, the income velocities exhibit a downward trend and slightly expand the 

discrepancy between the velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M1. This could, again, 

be attributed to the huge inflow of the national financial investments from abroad to 

domestic banks in the aftermath of September 11 events. Furthermore, in order to 

diversify the economy and stimulate foreign direct investment (FDI), economic 

reforms and deregulations of the financial system were introduced from 2000 and 
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2003. Data on FDI show a significant upward trend since these reforms and 

deregulations were introduced.  These vast inflows end up into a different form of 

financial assets, hence expanding the monetary aggregates. 

Figure 2.7: Income velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M2 (non-oil GDP) 

 

Figure 2.8: Income velocity of Divisia and Simple-Sum M2 (Full Income) 
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Figure (2.8) plots the income velocity of Divisia and simple-sum M2 using 

full income as a proxy for transactions. During the period 1993-2001, the velocity of 

Divisia M2 was more stable than the velocity of simple-sum M2, which was 

exhibiting a slight downward trend. By the end of 2001, both velocities show a 

persistent downward trend. This could be explained by the same reasons discussed 

earlier.   
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Appendix A 

Table 2.1 : Monetary Aggregates for Saudi Arabia 
            

   SS. M1 Divisia M1 SS. M2 Divisia M2 
End of Period   (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) 
1993(1)   100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 
1993(2)   103.9606 103.8213 103.8975 103.6641 
1993(3)   99.4699 98.5554 101.2653 99.7612 
1993(4)   92.0182 92.2666 97.6292 94.9692 
1994(1)   94.8126 95.4281 98.3370 97.1704 
1994(2)   96.6149 97.0100 99.5049 98.0218 
1994(3)   95.0019 94.7043 98.6161 96.4082 
1994(4)   95.1912 96.0357 101.8448 98.4257 
1995(1)   97.7584 98.7538 103.6258 101.0380 
1995(2)   99.3109 100.1556 105.7604 102.6258 
1995(3)   94.2067 93.9611 103.8422 96.5988 
1995(4)   94.9716 95.2171 106.2126 98.0730 
1996(1)   97.3343 97.6017 106.8682 100.2350 
1996(2)   100.8406 100.3316 109.2171 102.8908 
1996(3)   97.2586 95.8755 109.3907 100.0582 
1996(4)   100.8103 99.4604 113.8714 103.7617 
1997(1)   107.7168 106.0342 118.0196 109.5795 
1997(2)   109.5040 108.3080 118.8235 111.3013 
1997(3)   105.1723 103.5537 118.4148 107.4659 
1997(4)   106.9973 105.6180 120.6970 109.5877 
1998(1)   111.3139 110.5683 122.7293 114.2374 
1998(2)   112.2075 110.1440 124.1070 113.9475 
1998(3)   104.7179 102.4197 120.7319 106.7739 

   SS. M1 Divisia M1 SS. M2 Divisia M2 
End of Period   (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) (1993(1)=100) 
1998(4)   106.3309 104.6715 124.2612 109.5476 
1999(1)   111.5032 109.7812 126.8423 114.2993 
1999(2)   110.7686 107.7741 126.2799 112.4651 
1999(3)   108.6861 104.9572 125.5643 109.9938 
1999(4)   118.7580 118.8680 133.7502 122.4563 
2000(1)   117.4631 112.0997 132.9843 116.7046 
2000(2)   123.3245 119.3812 138.1344 123.5347 
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2000(3)   120.3635 115.9927 137.7114 120.8369 
2000(4)   125.4903 122.4813 141.6729 127.0468 
2001(1)   130.8822 126.0905 144.6875 130.0263 
2001(2)   134.8353 128.8647 145.1736 131.5744 
2001(3)   131.2533 125.0016 144.1165 129.3628 
2001(4)   136.0848 129.8386 148.2756 133.5188 
2002(1)   142.1507 135.2105 151.3898 136.7861 
2002(2)   146.1643 138.8518 152.9426 138.5075 
2002(3)   146.4748 138.8004 157.0192 141.4276 
2002(4)   153.4040 145.9192 171.2342 153.6265 
2003(1)   160.7497 153.0215 175.9752 158.4068 
2003(2)   165.1344 156.9054 178.0452 160.3004 
2003(3)   162.3476 154.0157 178.4484 160.1795 
2003(4)   169.0420 160.5124 185.2652 166.4170 
2004(1)   181.2192 171.7557 193.0560 173.7612 
2004(2)   184.1197 174.4462 198.2380 178.0142 
2004(3)   184.7936 174.9120 206.2089 184.3834 
2004(4)   199.8788 189.0985 215.1941 193.4601 
2005 (1)   210.0341 197.6738 226.7727 202.8921 
2005 (2)   208.9663 197.2151 235.1908 206.8931 
2005 (3)   207.4972 195.7656 239.0352 207.9967 
2005 (4)   215.5017 204.4781 245.4970 216.0268 
2006 (1)   221.0526 206.9589 261.6998 221.0761 
2006 (2)   227.8289 213.6447 269.6156 226.2938 
2006 (3)   236.8330 223.8874 290.0684 239.4391 

Note: SS. M1 and SS.M2 are simple-sum monetary aggregates M1 and M2,  
           Divisia M1 and Divisia M2 are Divisia monetary aggregates M1 and M2. 
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Table 2.2: Summary of Basic Statistics for Divisia and Simple-Sum Aggregates 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                Notes: 1. Quarterly year-to-year change. 
                            2. (DM1 and DM2) represents Divisia aggregates. 
                            3. (SM1 and SM2) represents Simple-sum aggregates. 
 

 

      
   Narrow Money  Broad Money 
        
   DM1 SM1  DM2 SM2 
        
        
Mean  6.01 6.46  6.41 7.63 
        
Std. Deviation  5.58 5.54  5.59 5.28 
        
Coefficient of Variation  0.93 0.86  0.87 0.69 
        
Correlation Coefficient  0.98  0.93 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE DEMAND FOR MONEY 

3.1 Introduction 

One of the most important issues in the theory and application of 

macroeconomic policy is the stability of the money demand function. This stability is 

a necessary condition for the accuracy of predicting the influence of money on real 

variables of the economy, as often emphasized by Milton Friedman. On the other 

hand, money demand holds a key position in macroeconomics in general and 

monetary economics in particular. Therefore, a stable money demand function is 

generally considered essential for the formulation and conduct of efficient monetary 

policy. Furthermore, considerable effort has been made in the empirical literature, for 

both industrialized and developing countries, to determine the factors that affect the 

long-run demand for money and assess the stability of the relationship between these 

factors and various monetary aggregates.5  

By the mid- 1970s, however, the stability of the money demand function was 

questioned and the stable money demand function is no longer stable. This has been 

called the breakdown of the money demand function. The conventional M1 money 

demand function began to severely over predict the demand for money. Stephen 

                                                
5 See Goldfeld and Sichel (1990) and Laidler (1993) for an extensive theoretical and empirical review 
of money demand models. See Boughton (1991a) for a review of empirical models for industrialized 
countries. See Deadman (1995) for a review of empirical studies for developing countries. See 
Ericsson (1998) for a recent review of the main methodological issues. 
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Goldfeld labeled this phenomenon of instability in the demand for money function 

“the case of the missing money.”6 

There are several opinions about what causes breakdown in the money 

demand function. However, there is general consensus among economists that 

financial liberalization and the advance of financial innovation in a number of 

developed, as well as some other developing; economies have significantly 

contributed to the breakdown in the demand for money.  

The line that this work adopts deals with the measurement of money as the 

main cause for instability. All central banks around the world publish and adopt the 

use of the conventional Simple-Sum monetary aggregates as the measurement of 

money. Advocators of an aggregation theoretic approach to money demand argue that 

simple-sum measures are not consistent with microeconomic theory since the simple 

addition of components would be justified only in a case when all components are 

perfect substitutes for each other (see Barnett, 1980). Therefore, simple-sum 

monetary aggregates are likely to give an incorrect expression of the stock of money 

in the economy. 

3.2 A Brief Overview of the Theory of Demand for Money 

The fundamental theoretical literature that links the demand for money and 

modern macroeconomics will be surveyed in this section.7 Three essential features of 

money have provided macroeconomists the foundations for many theories of the 
                                                
6

 Stephen M. Goldfeld, “The Case of the Missing Money,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 3 
(1976): 683–730. 
7 Goldfeld and Sichel (1990) and Laidler (1993) provide a comprehensive review of the major 
theoretical and empirical issues, and cite influential studies. 
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demand for money. First is the use of money as the modern satisfactory medium of 

exchange and the customary units in which prices and debts are expressed. This 

feature led to transaction models which assume that the level of transactions is known 

and net inflows are dealt with by others as uncertain. Furthermore, the use of money 

as a medium of exchange boosts economic efficiency by reducing the opportunity 

cost of physically exchanging goods and services. Second, money functions as a store 

of value and serves the purpose of preserving purchasing power. Other assets can act 

as a store of value, but they either have an uncertain nominal return because of capital 

gains and losses, such as equity and bond, or they involve transaction costs in order to 

be converted into money. In other words, there is willingness to hold money and this 

is due to the convenience and liquidity of money. Third, money serves as a unit of 

account, which means that prices will all be quoted in terms of money.  

There is widespread agreement among economists that the demand for money 

is primarily a demand for real balances.8 Money demand theories have evolved over 

time and the following will briefly shed light on the most influential developments. 

3.2.1 The Quantity Theory 

    The quantity theory of money explains the role of money as a medium of 

exchange. In general, it is defined to hold that changes in the money supply induce 

proportional changes in the price level. This was presented by classical economists 

Fisher (1911) and Pigou (1917) under the classical equilibrium framework by two 

alternatives but equivalent expressions. They thought that money was neutral, with no 
                                                
8 In the absence of money illusion, an increase in the general level of prices will induce a proportionate 
increase in the nominal demand for money, leaving the level of real balances unchanged. 
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consequences for real economic variables. Fisher analyzed the institutional details of 

payment mechanism in his work, which is known as Fisher’s Equation of Exchange. 

The concept of money holding by individuals was emphasized through the writings of 

Pigou, which is known as the Cambridge Approach “Cash Balance Approach.” 

3.2.1.1 Fisher’s equation of exchange.   

Fisher’s equation gives special importance to the transaction demand for money, 

which is typically expressed by the following identity: 

                                       Ms V = P T                                        (3.1) 

Where Ms is the actual stock of money, V is velocity of transactions, P presents the 

price level, and T is the volume of transactions. The equation of exchange is an 

identity because it must be true that the quantity of money times how many times it is 

used to buy goods equals the amount of goods times their price.  

To move towards the quantity theory of money, Fisher makes two key 

assumptions. First, Fisher viewed velocity as constant in the short run. This is because 

he felt that velocity is affected by institutions and technology that change slowly over 

time. Second, Fisher, like all classical economists, believed that flexible wages and 

prices guaranteed output, Y, to be at its full-employment level, so it was also constant 

in the short run.  

Putting these two assumptions together, let’s look again at the equation of 

exchange:  

                                                     MV = PY                                                 (3.2) 
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If both V and Y are constant, then changes in M must cause changes in P to preserve 

the equality between MV and PY. This is the quantity theory of money. A change in 

the money supply, M, results in an equal percentage change in the price level P.  

The limitation of the Fisher approach is that velocity is not fixed; even in the 

short run it is unstable. It is, therefore, not independent of changes in money supply. 

In the real world, changes in money supply are not wholly absorbed by changes in 

price level. This approach also fails because empirical evidence does not often 

support the direct and proportional relationship between money supply and the price 

level. An example is the case of economic depression.  

3.2.1.2 The Cambridge approach.   

Cambridge economists such as Pigou (1917) and Marshall (1920) developed a 

different approach to the quantity theory of money. They recognized that money 

yields utility as it is accepted as a means of exchange. This approach is based on an 

individual’s behavior. Therefore, the determinants of money demand are different 

from those of Fisher’s quantity theory. The demand for money can be represented as 

follows: 

                   Md = k . PY    or    Md / P = k Y                             (3.3) 

Where k =  is the proportion of nominal income that an individual wants to hold as 

money. Incorporating the classical assumption of money market equilibrium, the 

Cambridge Approach leads to the quantity theory formulation. Under this approach, it 
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is assumed that the real income y is at full employment level, and income velocity (V) 

is fixed. Therefore, the price level moves proportional to the quantity of money, 

“money is neutral.”  

3.2.2 The Keynesian Approach 

Keynes argued that velocity of money is unlikely to remain the same over 

time. He also emphasized the important role of interest rate in the money demand 

function and recognizes the function of money not only as a medium of exchange but 

also as a store of value. Therefore, both transaction and asset theories were 

considered in Keynes’ analysis. According to liquidity preference theory, “Keynes’ 

overall theory of the demand for money,” people hold money for three motives: 

transaction, precautionary, and speculative. 

The transaction motive follows a similar emphasis as the quantity theory on 

money as medium of exchange. Keynes postulated that the transactions demand for 

money is a positive and stable relationship with the level of income. Because of the 

uncertainty about the future payments which individuals want or have to make, 

people hold additional money as a cushion against unexpected needs. The demand for 

the precautionary money balances are determined primarily by the level of 

transactions that individuals expect to make in the future, by the level of income, and 

slightly by the interest rate. 

However, the most significant contribution of Keynes’ analysis of the demand 

for money to the theory of money demand is his speculative demand for money which 

emphasizes the store of value function of money and depends negatively on the 
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interest rate. Keynes assumed that there exist only two types of financial asset, money 

and bonds. Money is a perfectly liquid financial asset, but earns no interest. 

Therefore, all non-interest-earning financial assets are regarded as money. Bonds 

include all interest-earning financial assets. They are less liquid, but earn interest 

returns. Therefore, the price individuals are willing to pay for bonds depends on the 

future rate of interest. In other words, people tend to hold money when they expect 

interest rates to rise (and therefore bond prices fall) and vice versa. Furthermore, 

Keynes introduced the idea of “liquidity trap” in which the interest elasticity of 

money demand can be infinite at low levels of interest rate. Keynes agreed with 

Fisher that the transaction demand for money was stable. However, he believed that 

the total demand for money could be dominated by unstable speculative individuals’ 

behaviors (Laidler, 1969) and, thus, be unstable. 

Keynes assumption that individuals are to hold their liquid assets in the form 

of either money or bonds, but not both, is one of the major criticisms to Keynes’s 

analysis of the speculative demand for money. Tobin (1958) argued that people 

diversify their portfolio of assets to reduce risk. 

By combining the three types of demands suggested by Keynes, we get the 

Keynesian liquidity preference function, which describes the total demand for money 

represented as: 

                                                                                              (3.4) 
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with f1 < 0 and f2 > 0, where fi denotes the partial derivative of f (.) with respect to it 

ith argument. That is, the demand for real money balances is negatively related to the 

nominal inte rest rate, R, and positively related to real income, Y. 

3.2.3 Friedman’s Modern Quantity Theory 

Unlike Keynes’ analysis of the demand for money, Friedman (1956) did not 

notice the motivation of people keeping money any more, instead of that, he assumes 

that money is a kind of wealth asset, and the reason why people choose different sorts 

of assets to save wealth is the main complication of money demand. Friedman 

integrated both an asset theory and a transaction theory of demand for money within 

the context of neoclassical microeconomic theory of consumer and producer 

behavior. He argued that demand for money should be treated in the same way as the 

demand for goods or services. That means viewing money as a durable good (or 

monetary assets as durable goods), which yields a flow of non-observable services. 

According to Friedman (1956), wealth is categorized into human and non-

human wealth. Human wealth is defined as the present discounted value of labor 

income, while the non-human wealth consists of the individual’s financial and 

physical assets. Therefore, the total wealth of an individual is the sum of five 

components: money, bonds, equity (common stocks), real assets, and human capital. 

Friedman emphasized using the ratio of human to non-human wealth as a proxy for 

the individual’s degree of uncertainty of wealth.  

In Friedman’s view, the demand for money is a function of the wealth and the 

other assets that people hold and the expected return rate. However, since data on 
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human and total wealth were not available, Friedman used permanent income as a 

proxy for total wealth. Furthermore, he argued that the permanent income of people is 

stable; it is the average expected of people’s long term revenue. During the period of 

expanding business, the provisional revenue is more than the permanent income. The 

average fluctuant extent of income is stable, and to permanent income, it is stable. In 

Friedman’s theory, permanent income is the main key of the function of money.  

Therefore, according to Friedman, the demand for money can be expressed in 

terms of the following demand function of money for an individual wealth holder: 

                                                 (3.5) 

where md is the demand for money in real terms, Yp is the real permanent income, P 

is the price level, ri is the yield in real terms on the ith asset,  is rate of expected rate 

of inflation, and  is the ratio of human to non-human wealth. In contrast to Keynes, 

Friedman concluded that the demand for money is insensitive and the permanent 

income is the determinant complication of demand for money; if the permanent 

income is stable, the demand for money will be stable. Thus, velocity is predictable. 

3.2.4 The Baumol-Tobin Inventory Model 

This model is based on the independent works of Baumol (1952) and Tobin 

(1956) and emphasizes the costs and benefits of holding money. It is argued, for 

example, that the benefit of holding money is convenience and the cost is the forgone 

interest by not holding interest-yielding assets. Furthermore, this approach viewed 
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money as an inventory held for transactions purposes. Although higher yields could 

be earned by holding liquid financial assets other than money, the transactional costs 

of going between money and these assets justified holding such inventory. 

The assumptions of the model are (a) the individual receives a known lump 

sum cash payment of T per period and spends it all, evenly, over the period; (b) there 

are only two assets, money and bonds, where bond holdings pay constant interest rate 

r per period and money pays zero interest; (c) a fixed brokerage fee b (transaction 

costs) may be incurred when the individual sells bonds to obtain cash in equal 

amounts K; (d) the key element in this inventory model is that all relevant 

information is known with certainty. 

The total cost of making transactions is presented as, 

                                                                  (3.6) 

where ( ) represents the number of withdrawals, is the sum of the brokerage 

fee, ( ) is the average amount of real money holdings (= M / P), and  is the 

foregone interest if money is held instead of interest-yielding assets. 

By minimizing the total transaction costs with respect to K, one arrives at the 

following optimal money demand, 

                                                                                  (3.7) 
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Equation (3.7) shows that the optimal demand for money balances (M/P) depends on 

real income, transaction costs, and interest rate. This suggests that demand for money 

emerges from a trade-off between transactions costs and interest earnings. 

3.2.5 Microfoundations and Aggregation Approach for Money Demand 

 Since the breakdown of the conventional money demand function in the mid-

1970s, there has been a growing interest in developing firmer microfoundations for 

the demand for money. The focus shifted to providing a broader theory of demand for 

money based on simultaneous household and firm production and consumption 

decisions, rather than analyzing agents’ desired holdings of money as a separate 

problem. 

Several theories have emphasized the role of microfoundations in analyzing 

the demand for money.9 For example, Lucas (1980) made seminal contributions in 

developing the cash-in-advance models to provide microfoundations for money and 

to extend the theoretical support for transactions demand for money. He incorporated 

the optimizing behavior of individuals, as discussed in Baumol (1952) and Tobin 

(1956), and the cash-in-advance constraint in a macroeconomic equilibrium setting to 

study the transactions demand for money. Also, McCallum and Goodfriend (1987) 

introduced the shopping-time model. They argue that the demand for money should 

be analyzed by taking explicitly into account the transactions facilitating services 

provided by money. In other words, they suggest that the use of money permits an 

individual to reduce the amount of time allocated to consumption. This frees up time 
                                                
9 See Goldfeld Sichel (1990), Sriram (1999), and Serletis (2001) for a comprehensive survey on these 
theories. 
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available for labor and leisure activities, thereby boosting utility on the margin and 

generating implicit return.  

 Since the empirical methodology of this paper includes a model that is 

consistent with the principles of microeconomic and aggregation theory, an overview 

of this approach is presented in what follows. There are two branches of the 

microeconomic aggregation theory. The first one leads to the construction of index 

numbers and methods derived from economic theory. The second one leads to the 

construction of money demand functions in the framework of a system of equations 

which model the wealth holder’s allocation of total expenditures between money and 

non-money assets. 

Diewert (1974) provides the theoretical basis for durable as well as non-

durable goods in an intertemporal utility approach. Furthermore, the derivation of 

user cost of monetary assets by Barnett (1978) paved the way for formulation of a 

representative consumer’s decision problem over consumption goods, leisure, and 

services of monetary assets. Feenstra (1986) has shown that models which explicitly 

model the transaction services of money can be approximated as money in the utility 

function models. 

Consider the representative household that is faced with the problem of 

allocating full income over consumption goods, leisure, and the services of monetary 

assets. The household must choose a vector of commodity consumption quantities (c), 

a quantity of leisure ( ), and a vector of the services of monetary assets (x) to 

maximize 
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                                                                    U (c, l, x)               

                                       subject to   q'c + π'x + ωL = y             (3.8) 

where y is full income ( i.e., income reflecting expenditures on consumption goods as 

well as on time and services); q is a vector of the prices of c; π is a vector of 

monetary asset user costs (or rental prices) as defined in the Divisia chapter; ω is the 

shadow price of leisure (see Barnett, 1981b). Following Robert Strotz (1957, 1959) 

and William Gorman (1959), the representative household is assumed to solve a two-

stage decision process. In the first stage, expenditure is budgeted among broad 

categories (consumption goods, leisure, and monetary services) based on price 

indexes of these categories. In the second stage, the budgeted expenditure on each 

category is allocated over its components.10  

Furthermore, the assumption of homothetic weak separability of the 

representative consumer’s utility function is essential to ensure that the two-stage 

budgeting procedure is an accurate description of consumer behavior. In other words, 

without weak separability a utility function in money alone does not even exist.  

Thus, it must be possible have the utility function written as  

u = U (c, l, f(x))                                (3.9) 

in which f  is the monetary subutility function. A necessary and sufficient condition 

for weak separability is that the marginal rate of substitution between any two 

monetary assets is independence of the value c and l11. That is  

                                                
10 See Barnett (1987) for details of the two-stage budgeting solutions. 
11 Masazo Sono (1961) and Wassily Leontief (1947) laid out the definition of separability. 
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                    for i  ≠ j                 (3.10) 

where ζ is any component of {c, l }. Once the separability subset of assets is 

established, then we can focus on the demand for services of monetary assets alone. 

This can be seen by solving the following neoclassical consumer problem, 

        max f (x)        subject to π' x = ym                      (3.11) 

where ym is the expenditure on the services of monetary assets (determined in the first 

stage of the two level optimization problem) and π is a vector of monetary asset user 

costs as defined above. To derive the money demand function, we set the Lagrangean 

for the consumer’s problem as follows, 

L = f (x) – λ (ym – π' x) 

The first order conditions are,  

                                                       fi (x) = λ πi 

                                                                                    ym = π' x 

where fi (x) is the partial derivative with respect to xi. 

Solving the system of simultaneous equations derived from the first order 

conditions yields the demand system for monetary assets, 

                                                      xi
* = (π, ym) 

which express the dependence of the demand for monetary assets on user costs and 

income. 
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3.3 Literature Review of Money Demand in Saudi Arabia 

In Saudi Arabia, like other countries, considerable effort has been made in 

estimating money demand functions. For example, Darrat (1984), Nagadi (1985), 

Ghamdi (1989), Al-Bassam (1990), Metwally and Rahman (1990), Alkswani and al-

Towaijari (1999), Al-Badi (2002), and Harb (2003), etc., have estimated money 

demand functions by using alternative specifications. All of these studies have also 

examined the stability of their estimated money demand functions. Generally, the M1 

and M2 functions are found to be stable, and the effect of the interest rate on the 

money demand functions is low and statistically insignificant.  

Alkswani and al-Towaijari (1999), investigated the determinants of the money 

demand function for Saudi Arabia for the period from 1977 to 1997 using quarterly 

data. Employing the Engle and Granger cointegration approach, they concluded that 

the relationship between real money M1, the real income, the interest rate, the 

inflation rate, and the exchange rate is significantly different from zero. However, the 

effect of the interest rate on the demand for money is still very low compared to the 

average in other countries, which is explained by the social and religious rationales of 

the people of Saudi Arabia. 

Using annual data that cover the period from 1969 to 1999, Al-Badi (2002) 

investigated the demand for money in Saudi Arabia. He used the ARDL approach to 

determine the relationship between money demand (M1, M2, and M3) and its 

determinants (Income, Financial Development, Foreign Interest Rate, Expected Rate 
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of Inflation, and Real Exchange Rate). The results indicated that money demand is 

determined by income and the degree of financial development only.  

Harb (2003) estimated the money demand function for the GCC (the Gulf 

Cooperation Council) countries using heterogeneous panel cointegration tests. He 

employed the use of Fully Modified Least Squares (FMOLS) to estimate the 

idiosyncratic elasticities of money demand function. The results showed a strong 

evidence of cointegration amongst the estimated variables. Although the estimated 

elasticities have the expected signs, only in the case of the scale variable are they 

significantly different than zero. However, Harb (2003) found a significant negative 

semi-elasticity of money demand with respect to interest rate when allowing for 

heterogeneity among GCC countries. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

HYPOTHESIZED MODELS AND METHODOLOGY 

Two alternative approaches will be employed to estimate the money demand 

function for Saudi Arabia using two different measures of monetary aggregates 

(Divisia and Simple-Sum monetary aggregates). The first approach is the 

conventional way, which is based on empirical literature where non-oil GDP is used 

as a measure for income. The reason for using non-oil GDP instead of using total 

GDP will be discussed below. The second approach is the consumer demand 

approach to money demand. This approach emphasizes the use of variables that is 

compatible with consumer demand theory which emphasizes microeconomic and 

aggregation theory and deals with monetary assets as durable goods which are 

directly entered as arguments in the household utility function. Two techniques, 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and cointegration and error correction technique, 

will be employed to examine the long-run and short-run concepts of the demand for 

money in Saudi Arabia under both approaches using both Divisia aggregates data and 

Simple-Sum aggregates data as measures of monetary aggregates. 

4.1 Hypothesized Models 

4.1.1 The Conventional Approach for Money Demand Function 

 From the literature reviewed, there is generally a consensus among money 

demand theories that the main determinants of the quantity of money demanded are 
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the scale variable, which can be real income, wealth, or permanent income and 

opportunity cost variables (Goldfeld & Sichel, 1990). Therefore, the money demand 

relationship can be written as the following 

                                           Mt/Pt = Ф (Rt, Yt)                                     (4.1) 

where 

Mt = demand for nominal money balances; 

 Pt = the price level; 

Yt = scale variable (income, wealth, or expenditure, in real terms); and 

Rt = vector of opportunity cost of holding money. 

The function Ф is assumed to be increasing in Yt, decreasing in those 

elements of Rt representing rates of return on alternative assets, and increasing in 

rates of return associated with assets included in Mt.  

 Scale variable.  Income, which is defined as non-oil GDP, is the choice of the 

scale variable because of data limitation on wealth. The reason that income is 

measured in term of non-oil GDP rather than in term of the GDP is the nature of the 

Saudi Arabian economy. The Saudi economy is largely dependent on the production 

and exportation of oil, which accounts for more than one-third of the total GDP. The 

oil revenues do not affect the private sector’s demand for money, since all oil 

revenues directly accrue to the government. In other words, the oil sector value added 

is directly regulated by the government and does not have a direct impact on private 

sector investment. However, the indirect impact on the private sector is through fiscal 
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policy and mainly through government expenditures. Another reason for using the 

non-oil GDP is related to the fact that the non-oil GDP is relatively more stable than 

the GDP. This is due to the instability of the oil market abroad.  Therefore, using non-

oil GDP as a measure for the budget constraint is proposed. 

 Opportunity cost variable.  The opportunity cost of holding money is the 

second independent variable that determines the money demand function. There is 

substantial empirical evidence that the demand for money is negatively related to the 

rate of interest in almost all financially developed economies as well as many 

developing economies. However, the literature of money demand in Saudi Arabia 

showed an insignificant role for the rate of interest. There are three reasons that may 

contribute to this insignificance of the interest rate. First is the presence of the 

government-sponsored institutions that provide low-cost loans (Al-jasser & Banafe, 

1999).12 Second, most developing countries, including Saudi Arabia, lack the 

financial depth that could provide a wide range of alternative financial assets other 

than time and savings deposits. Third, Islamic law prohibits any kind of transactions 

that explicitly involve an interest rate. 

On the other hand, the literature on money demand in Saudi Arabia used the 

Eurodollar rate (the foreign interest rate) as a proxy for the opportunity cost of 

holding money. The reason for doing so is due to the openness of Saudi Arabia’s 

economy. Therefore, the money lenders tend to lend overseas at the Eurodollar 

interest rate (Metwally & Abdelrahman, 1990). However, this study will investigate 

the significance of both the domestic and foreign interest rates as an opportunity cost 
                                                
12 Furthermore, these government institutions are not under pressure to maximize profits. 
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variable for holding money in simple-sum models. On the other hand, the significance 

of the dual price, which represents the opportunity cost variable, for Divisia indices 

will be investigated in Divisia models. 

 Another variable that is used as a proxy for the opportunity cost of holding 

money is the expected rate of inflation. Expected inflation is added since holding 

wealth and durable goods may be the most appropriate alternative to holding money. 

However, since inflation was near zero, and sometimes negative, during the study 

sample period, this variable will not be considered in the analysis. 

The last variable that will be added in the specification of money demand 

function is the real exchange rate, to serve as a proxy for the external factors and 

capturing the openness of Saudi economy. Given the fact that the Saudi riyal is 

pegged to the U.S dollar, any fluctuation in the value of the U.S dollar relative to 

other international currencies will affect the value of the riyal and, hence, the demand 

for money in Saudi Arabia. The SDRs (Special Draw Rights) of the International 

Monetary Fund is used as a proxy for the exchange rate variable since it represents an 

average of the exchange rate versus a set of other currencies. The definition of the 

exchange rate is the number of Saudi riyal per one unit of SDR. Therefore, an 

appreciation of the Saudi riyal is seen as a decrease in the exchange rate. Because no 

series on expected exchange rate is available, the actual series were used as a proxy.  

Therefore, the proposed long-run money demand function for Saudi Arabia 

specified in a log-linear form, with the exception of domestic interest rate, real 

exchange rate, and foreign interest rate, is: 
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                           (4.2) 

where M represent Divisia (M1, M2) or Simple -Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates, 

Ynon is the transaction volume that is approximated by the non-oil gross domestic 

product, r is the domestic interest rate when M is considered as either simple sum M1 

or M2 monetary aggregates and is the dual price user cost when M is considered as 

either Divisia M1or M2 monetary aggregates, REX is the real exchange rate, rf is 

foreign interest rates (Eurodollar rate), and εt is the error term. 

Following macroeconomic theory, a positive sign is expected for income 

coefficient, while the opportunity cost coefficients, domestic and foreign interest 

rates, are expected to be negative. As for real exchange rate coefficient, it could be 

negative or positive. If the increase, or depreciation, in exchange rate is perceived as 

an increase in wealth, then the demand for domestic money increases, yielding a 

positive coefficient. However, if the increase induces an expectation of further 

depreciation of the domestic currency, the public may hold less domestic currency 

and more foreign currency. In this case, the expected sign of real exchange coefficient 

is negative. 

4.1.2 The Consumer Demand Approach for Money Demand Function 

This approach emphasizes the use of variables that are compatible with the 

microeconomic theory and implies microeconomic aggregation and index number 

theory. Furthermore, it insists on having an internally consistent and 

methodologically coherent research. Based on this approach, the conventional set of 
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the money demand function, which led to the breakdown in money demand function, 

and the variables used in applying it have no connection in a valid manner with 

economic theory. Barnett (1997) argues that including real income and interest rate as 

explanatory variables in money demand functions are not consistent with demand 

theory. Since the Divisia index is derived from a utility maximization framework, the 

demand for Divisia money should be modeled according to demand theory as the 

second stage of the budget allocation where the agent allocates his expenditure among 

consumption and monetary services. Therefore, defining the correct variables that 

must be included in the money demand function is presented here. 

 The opportunity cost variable.  Using an interest rate as the opportunity cost 

of money in demand for money equations is a common practice. According to index 

number theory, every quantity index has a dual price index, and vice versa. For the 

Divisia index, the price dual to the Divisia index, derived by Barnett (1978, 1980a), is 

the correct price, opportunity cost variable, for monetary services. In the case of 

simple-sum index, since the simple-sum monetary aggregate is a quantity index, then 

its dual price index must be considered instead of the interest rate.  

 Simple-sum quantity index assumes equal coefficients, which is a special case 

of the linear index. Therefore, the price dual to the linear quantity is the Leontief 

price index.13 The perfect substitutability implied among components of monetary 

assets induces corner solutions. This means that only the lowest-priced component 

                                                
13 See Diewert (1976, p. 21) for more details on the duality between the Simple-Sum index and the 
Leontief index. 
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will be held. Therefore, the correct price to associate with the Simple-Sum monetary 

aggregate is  

                   ,                                 (4.3) 

where n is the number of monetary assets included in the aggregate, and πit is the user 

cost in terms of forgone interest for the monetary assets i which is defined as follows 

                                                                        (4.4) 

where rit is rate of return on monetary asset i, and Rt is the rate of return on the 

benchmark asset.14   

 The income variable.   Gross National Product (GNP) or Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) are the most commonly used variables as a measure for income 

variable. However, GDP does not correspond to the representative agent’s income as 

it appears in the budget constraint. In other words, the right-hand side of the 

representative agent’s budget constraint does not express GDP. Furthermore, 

investment which is considered as one of the components of the GDP, does not 

appear in the representative agent’s budget constraint. On the other hand, GDP does 

not include expenditure on monetary services, which is considered as part of the 

household’s expenditure.  

 Barnett (1997) explained this in the following terms:  “To make sense, a 

demand function that has income on its right hand side must imply the existence of a 

                                                
14 As stated previously, benchmark asset is defined to be that asset which held solely as an investment 
and provide no services.  
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constraint containing that income variable on the right hand side of the constraint” (p. 

10). 

 This is defined as: 

                                                                                (4.5) 

where mit is the component monetary asset having user cost πit , is 

expenditure on monetary services, cit is the component consumption having price pit, 

is expenditure on consumption goods, and yt is full income or total 

expenditure variable. 

Therefore, the proposed long-run money demand function for Saudi Arabia, 

specified in a log-linear form, with the exception of the opportunity cost variable, is: 

                                                             (4.6) 

where M represent Divisia (M1, M2) or Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates, 

P is the price level, Y is real expenditure on monetary services plus real expenditure 

in consumption (full income) obtained from the representative’s budget constraint, π 

is the price dual (the Leontief price index) when M is considered as either Simple-

Sum M1 or M2 monetary aggregates and is the Divisia dual price user cost when M is 

considered as either Divisia M1or M2 monetary aggregates, and εt is the error term. 

The theory expects α1 to have a positive sign and α2 to have a negative sign. This 

reflects the positive and negative relation of income and opportunity cost variables, 

respectively, to the quantity of real balance demanded. 
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4.2 Methodology 

Two different techniques are conducted to estimate the money demand 

function for Saudi Arabia. The first method is the widely used cointegration and error 

correction technique in the framework of the linear multivariate vector autoregressive 

(VAR). The second method is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique that 

attracted much attention as a relatively new method for estimating and forecasting in 

economics and finance. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models are non-linear 

statistical models, no linearity limitations, based on the neural structure of the brain. 

These two techniques will be applied to the conventional and consumer demand 

approaches of estimating the money demand function using both Divisia aggregates 

data and Simple-Sum aggregates data as measures of monetary aggregates. 

4.2.1 The Linear Technique (Cointegration and Error-Correction) 

This work will utilize different time-series techniques to investigate the 

existence of the long-run relationship between the alternative monetary aggregates 

and their determinants. A testing procedure suggested by Johansen (1988) and 

Johansen–Juselius (1990) will be conducted to examine possible cointegration among 

the variables. Vector error correction models (VECM), and innovation accounting, 

which include impulse response functions (IRF) and variance decomposition (VDC), 

are other methods used to analyze the short-run dynamics of the variables. 
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a. Unit Root Tests Results 

 The stationary of time series can have a strong influence on the behavior and 

properties of the data.  Four unit root tests are used in this study to analyze the 

properties of the time series. The first two are the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) 

(Dickey & Fuller, 1979; 1981; Said & Dickey, 1984) and Phillips- Perron (PP) 

 

(Phillips, 1987; Perron, 1988) statistics are the most frequently used test for unit 

roots. An Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test can be specified as: 

 

                                                                      (4.7) 

Where is a random variable possibly with non zero mean, µ is a constant, t time 

trend and ε is the error term with mean zero and a constant variance. The null 

hypothesis of a unit root ( = 1) is tested against the alternative of stationarity. 

However, the estimated does not have a standard t-distribution and hence the 

critical values provided by MacKinnon (1991, 1996) have to be used. The Zt statistic 

of Phillips and Perron (1987, 1988) is a modification of the Dickey-Fuller t statistic 

which allows for autocorrelation and conditional heteroscedasticity in the error term 

of the Dickey-Fuller regression. This is based on the estimation of the following 

equations:            

                                                                                                    (4.8) 
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                                                                                 (4.9) 

where is the variables under consideration, T is the number of observations, µ and 

β are non-zero mean and linear trend terms, respectively.  

The third unit root test is the Dickey-Fuller Generalised Least Squares (DF-

GLS)15. The DF-GLS is a more powerful test than the Dickey-Fuller test. It is a 

modification to the ADF regression in which data are detrended before the unit root 

test is conducted. This detrending is done by taking the explanatory variables out of 

the data. The following equation is then estimated to test for a unit root in the 

variable:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

where Δ is the difference operator,  is the generalised least squares detrended 

value of the variable, α and ψj are coefficients to be estimated and  is 

the independently and identically distributed error term. As in the case of the ADF 

test, a test for a unit root of the variable y involves examination of whether the 

coefficient of the AR(1) term, in this case α , in equation (4.10) is zero against the 

alternative hypothesis. In making inferences, the critical values tabulated in Elliott, 

Rothenberg and Stock (1996) are used in this study. 

The fourth test is the Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock (ERS) Point Optimal Test. 

The ERS point optimal test has been found to dominate other commonly used unit 
                                                
15 This test is constructed by Elliott, Rothenberg, and Stock (1996), which is based on local-to-unity 
asymptotic theory. 
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root tests, when a time series has an unknown mean or a linear trend. This test is 

based on the following quasi-differencing regression: 

                                                                                                   (4.11) 

where and are quasi-differenced data for and  respectively and 

is the error that is independently and identically distributed. Details on computing 

quasi differences are given in Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock (1996). In equation 

(4.11), is the variable, whose time series properties are tested, may contain a 

constant only or both constant and time trend and δ (a) is the coefficient to be 

estimated. ERS recommend the use of  for a in equation (4.11).  is computed as 

when contains a constant and  when contains a constant 

and time trend.  and α = are respectively the null and alternative hypotheses 

tested In the ERS point optimal test. The relevant test statistic (PT) to test the null 

hypothesis is: 

                                                                                                                                                (4.12) 

where SSR is the sum of squared residuals from equation (4.12) and f0 is an estimator 

for the residual at frequency zero. In making inferences, the test statistic calculated is 

compared with the simulation based critical values of ERS. 

b. Cointegration Test 

 When working with economic time series, one often encounters nonstationary 

variables. These variables tend to grow over time and do not have a stationary mean. 
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However, a group of nonstationary variables may jointly be converted into stationary 

by linear combination. Such variables are said to be cointegrated. Therefore, a useful 

preliminary step to performing any regression analysis is to uncover the properties 

and characteristics of the actual data involved. Such an analysis of the individual time 

series variables is important because the properties of the individual series have to be 

taken into account in modeling the data generation process of a system of potentially 

related variables (Lutkepohl & Kratzig, 2004). Some of the characteristics may have 

an impact on the statistical inference used in modeling and analyzing the underlying 

economic system. The first step is the notion of whether a series is stationary or not. 

Stationarity of the series is a desirable property for an estimated model. A series is 

considered stationary if it has a constant mean, constant covariance, and constant 

autocovariances for each given lag (Brooks, 2002; Lutkepohl & Kratzig, 2004).  

The concept of cointegration was introduced and developed by Granger 

(1981) and Engle and Granger (1987). There are two important ways for 

cointegration analysis: single equation methods and system methods. Engle and 

Granger’s (1987) approach is a method based on assessing whether single equation 

estimates of the equilibrium errors appears to be stationary. This technique is a two-

stage residual-based procedure.  

Although the Engle and Granger technique is easily implemented, it suffers 

from several important defects. For instance, if more than two variables appear in a 

cointegration relationship, then running the usual cointegrating regression will not 

yield consistent estimates of any of these cointegrating parameters (Kennedy, 2003). 
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Another defect of the Engle-Granger procedure is that it relies on a two-stage 

estimator. Hence, any error introduced by a researcher in stage one is carried into 

stage two (Enders, 2004). The suitability of the Engle and Granger approach is for the 

bivariate case, which can have at most one cointegration vector (Apostolo, 2001). 

To overcome the limitations associated with the Engle-Granger technique, a 

researcher should consider system methods instead of single equation methods. 

Johansen (1988) and Johansen and Juselius (1990) proposed a procedure for 

estimating cointegration relationships in a system of equations framework. The 

Johansen technique provided maximum-likelihood estimates for testing more than 

one cointegrating vector in a set of time series. This technique is set to account for 

long-run properties as well as short-run dynamics, in the framework of multivariate 

vector autoregressive models. Cointegration tests in this paper are conducted by 

means of the method developed by Johansen-Juselius (1990) since this particular 

method is claimed to be superior to the single-equation Engle and Granger approach.  

Johansen-Juselius Technique  

 The Johansen-Juselius technique is a maximum-likelihood procedure for 

testing for cointegration in a finite-order Gaussian vector autoregression (VAR): 

                                                               (4.13) 

Where Yt is a p x 1 vector of the variables that are included in the estimated system, 

πi is a p x p matrix of coefficients on the ith lag of Yt, K is the maximum lag length, µ 
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is a vector of constants, Dt is a vector of exogenous variables, and εt is a vector of 

error terms such that εi ,……, εT are i.i.d N(0,Λ). 

To explicitly distinguish between the short-run dynamics and the long-run 

static disequilibrium response, equation (4.13) is rewritten in vector error-correction 

form as: 

                                                     (4.14) 

Where 

                         and           

The main focus of the Johansen-Juselius technique is on the parameter matrix 

Π (pxp), which contains information about the long-run relationship between the 

variables in Yt . The rank of the matrix Π is the key feature to note. If matrix Π has 

either full rank, rank (Π) = P, or has rank (Π) = 0, then the cointegrating relationship 

does not exist. However, in the case when 0 < rank (Π) = r < p, there are r 

cointegrating relations among the elements of Yt.  Matrix Π can be decomposed as: 

                                  Π = α β` 

Where β` is (r x p) matrix of cointegrating vectors and α is (p x r) matrix of the speed 

of adjustments. So, the β` vector stands for the estimation of the long-run 

cointegrating relationships between the variables in question. The α parameters 

measure the speed at which the variables adjust to restore a long-run equilibrium. 

 The number of distinct cointegrating vectors can be obtained by checking the 

significance of the characteristic roots of matrix Π (Enders 2004). Johansen proposed 
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two likelihood ratio test statistics for testing the hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors. 

The first one is the trace test statistic. It tests the null hypothesis that there are, at 

most, r cointegrating vectors against a general alternative by calculating the following 

test statistic: 

                                                                                   (4.15) 

where (i = 1,…….,p) are the estimated values of eigenvalues obtained from the 

estimated Π matrix, T is the number of observations, and p is the number of 

endogenous variables in the system. 

 The second statistic is the maximum eigenvalue test. This statistic tests the 

null hypothesis that the number of cointegrating vectors is r against the alternative of 

(r + 1) cointegrating vectors. This is given as: 

                                                                             (4.16) 

where are eigenvalues and they are calculated based on the two residual matrices 

obtained from the regression of and on where i = (1,……, k-1). 

 A lag length must be determined for the VAR model in order to implement the 

Johansen procedure. Specifying the appropriate lag length of the VAR system makes 

the residuals uncorrelated.  The literature describes several methods that have been 

used to determine the VAR order, such as the Sequential Modified Likelihood Ratio 

(LR), the Final Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Schwarz 

Information Criterion (SC) and Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQ). Although 

these methods may produce conflicting VAR order selections, the aim is to use the 
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one that produces the best possible results that conform to economic theory (Seddighi 

et al., 2000, p. 309).  

The Johansen-Juselius technique provides a framework in which the 

alternative hypothesis about elements of α and β matrices can be tested. For instance, 

the null hypothesis that the long-run income elasticity of money demand is unitary 

and/or interest elasticity is zero can be tested. Also the hypothesis of the long-run 

exclusion of any variable in our model from the cointegration space can be tested. To 

test such hypotheses, a model incorporating the test restriction is compared with an 

unrestricted model. The likelihood ratio test statistics are given as: 

                                                                                   (4.17) 

and has a X2 distribution with (p – r) degrees of freedom. 

 c. Vector error correction model (VECM) 

  Vector Autoregressive (VAR) is no longer optimal when the variables that 

have unit roots are cointegrated. Engle and Granger (1987) showed that it is 

appropriate to estimate Vector Error correction models (VECM) instead of VAR in 

the case where cointegrated variables exist. A VEC model is a restricted VAR that 

has cointegration restrictions built into the specification. Therefore, VEC models are 

designed for use with nonstationary series that are cointegrated (Hamilton, 1994). 

  The VECM approach has the advantage of jointly estimating the long- and 

short-run components of the demand for money, thus facilitating the task of ensuring 

that short-run specifications are associated with long-run components consistent with 

established economic theory. The Granger representation theorem states that if two or 
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more variables are cointegrated, that is, if there is a long-run relationship between 

them, then the short-run dynamic can be described by an error-correction model.16 

Thus, the VEC models can be explained as, if an economy is not in equilibrium, then 

at least one of the variables has to correct this disequilibrium by adjusting accordingly 

to get the economy back to equilibrium (Sweidan, 2004). The speed of adjustment to 

equilibrium is measured by the vector error correction model. Arize and Shwiff 

(1993) summarize the desirable properties of the ECM as follows:  

 First, it [ECM] avoids the possibility of spurious correlation among strongly 

trended variables. Second, the long-run relationships that may be expressing 

the data in differences to achieve stationarity are captured by including the 

lagged levels of the variables on the right-hand side. Third, the specification 

attempts to distinguish between short-run (first-differences) and long-run 

(lagged-levels) effects. Finally, it provides a more general lag structure, which 

does not impose too specific a shape on the model (Hendry, 1979). 

In VECM, the short-run dynamic adjustments of all endogenous variables are 

explicitly modeled as linear function of their own lags and lagged values of the 

remaining variables, subject to the coefficient restrictions imposed by the long-run 

cointegrating relation expressed in Equation (4.14). Therefore, instead of having only 

one error correction, the VECM consists of p error-correction representations, 

(Kennedy, 2003). The VECM representation is: 

                                                               (4.18) 

                                                
16 This means that cointegration implies the existence of the vector error correction model (VECM). 
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where and  are vector autoregressive (VAR) components in first 

differences and error correction components in level, respectively. Yt is px1 vector of 

variables that are integrated of the same order. µ is a p x 1 vector of constants. k is the 

lag structure, while εt is p x 1 stationary random process with zero mean and constant 

variance (white noise error term). Гi is a p x p matrix that represents short-run 

adjustments among variables. П is decomposed into αβ` as explained in the 

cointegration section. Where β` is an r x p matrix of cointegrating vectors and α is p x 

r matrix of the speed of adjustments. 

 d. Innovation accounting analysis.  

 Two methods are implemented to investigate and analyze the dynamic 

interaction in our findings. The first one is the Impulse Response Function (IRF), and 

the second one is Variance Decomposition (VDC). Sims (1980) introduced the 

method of impulse response function to analyze the direction and the dynamic 

interaction among variables in the VAR system. The Impulse Response Functions 

trace out the time paths of the effects of one time shock or error in one variable on 

some or all of the other.  

                          Yt = A1 Yt-1 + A2 Yt-2 + ……..+Ap Yt-p + εt                                 (4.19) 

Also the MA representation can be written as: 

                                                                                                 (4.20) 
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where  is the coefficients of IRFs that are used to generate the effects of the shocks      

(εt-i) on the whole time path of the sequences. Since unstable, integrated, or 

cointegrated VAR (P) process does not possess valid VMA representation, the 

estimated VECM, instead of the VAR, is transformed into an infinite order VMA 

model in this study. 

 Variance Decomposition (VDC) is the second tool that is used to characterize 

the dynamic behavior of the VAR or VEC models. This tool reflects the proportion of 

forecast error variance of a variable which is explained by its own innovation, as 

opposed to that proportion attributable to innovations in other variables at different 

horizons. The variables are interdependent or jointly determined if the change 

associated with one variable explains some of the forecast error variance of the other 

variables. 

4.2.2 Non-linear Technique (Neural Network Model) 

Artificial Neural Network models (ANN) have been used for a wide variety of 

applications, including financial forecasting, macroeconomic, credit scoring, bond 

rating, and business failure prediction, where statistical methods are traditionally 

employed. Inspired from the biological neural network, ANN models are a class of 

input-output models developed using software that attempts to mimic the human 

brain’s ability to classify patterns or to make predictions or decisions based on past 

experience (Gately, 1996).  

The origin of neural networks dates back to the 1940s.  McCulloch and Pitts 

(1943) and Hebb (1949) investigated the ability of networks of simple computing 
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devices to model neurological activity and learning within these networks, 

respectively. Minsky (1954) developed the computing platform on which current 

ANN models are processed. Later, the work of Rosenblatt (1962) focused on 

computational ability in perceptrons, or single-layer feed-forward networks.  

Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams (1986) further enhanced the analysis using neural 

networks by introducing the generalized delta rule for learning by back-propagation, 

which is today the most commonly used training algorithm for multi-layer networks. 

The main principles of the ANN models are massive parallelism, nonlinear 

neural unit response to neural unit input, processing in multiple layers, and dynamic 

feedback among units. In econometric terms, ANN models are a particular class of 

nonlinear time series models, where "learning" corresponds to the statistical 

estimation of model parameters. The ability of ANN models to learn by themselves 

makes them extremely adaptive to rules and relationships that are difficult to specify. 

Therefore, they have the ability to approximate whatever functional form that best 

characterizes the data. 

Most of the ANN models consist of a vector of inputs, hidden layer, and 

output layer, connected by weights. One of the most popular types of ANN models is 

BPN (Back Propagation Network). The BPN model, a feed-forward model, will be 

used to compare the explanatory power of both Divisia and Simple-Sum monetary 

aggregates in estimating the money demand function using Saudi Arabian data. 

 The Back Propagation Network (BPN) is currently the most general-purpose 

and commonly used neural network paradigm (Swingler, 1996). BPN learns to 
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H1 

H2 

generate a mapping from the input pattern space by minimizing the error between the 

output produced by the network and the desired output across a set of input vectors. 

Figure 4.1 displays the architecture of a feed-forward neural network model 

that consists of three layers: an input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. In addition, 

a constant input term could be added, which for convenience may be taken as 1. The 

input layer X can be presented by a vector X = (x0=1,x1,…..,xn)`, the hidden layer M 

consists of a vector of m = ( m1,…..,mk)`, and the  is the produced output. The 

network is fully connected. That is, all neurons in each layer receive connections from 

all neurons (units) in each preceding layer. These connections are weights and there 

Figure 4.1.  Architecture for a three-layer feedforward neural network. 

 
                            Input Layer               Hidden Layer          Output Layer 
                       xn 
  
                     

                       x2                                                                                                                                                                        
INPUTS           
OUTPUT 

 
                       X1  

  
 
                     
                    x0 =1 
 

 

are two set of weights (β, γ), β for the connection between the input layer and the 

hidden layer and γ for hidden layer connection to output layer. It is a feed-forward 

network where input travels through the network to produce an output. 
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After the inputs and the output are read into the model, each input into a 

neuron is assigned a weight (coefficient) representing the relative importance of the 

input in the network. Then the values for the input variables are multiplied by their 

corresponding weight. Thus, the signal going into each of the hidden neurons is the 

weighted sum of the inputs:  

                           netj = Σi βij xi                                                         (4.21) 

          j = 1, 2,…, k          i = 0,1,….,n      

where βij is the connection weight from ith input unit to the jth hidden layer unit. 

 Then the weighted sums are converted to output through the training 

algorithm or activation function, which limits the sum to a specified range that is 

passed to a connected neuron in the hidden layer (Haykin 1999).  

                      mj = F (Σi βij xi )                                                    (4.22) 

where F is the activation function. These activation functions are mostly non-linear 

functions. If they were linear, then the output would simply be a proportional value of 

the input, and most of the ANN robustness would be lost (Fausett 1994). A 

commonly used function is the nonlinear sigmoid or logistic transfer function, which 

gives values between 0 and 1, and defined as  

                                                                                          (4.23) 

where the value of α determines the steepness of the function. 

In the same way, the output unit receives the weight sums (outputs) of the 

hidden layer units as their inputs and applies the same function as in the hidden layer 

units. The output of the output layer unit is defined as: 
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                               = G (Σj γj mj),                                                       (4.24) 

                                  j = 0,1,……,k 

where G is the transfer function, γj is the weight of the connection from the jth hidden 

layer unit to the output unit, and j = 0 indexes a bias or constant term with m0 =1. 

This output is compared to the corresponding target output and an error is 

produced. The back propagation learning rule method is applied to minimize the sum 

of the squared error of the system. That is, the network adjusts the weights (or 

coefficients) in the direction to reduce the error. Then another output will be 

generated and a new error would be calculated and so on. The network would stop 

when a certain specified error is reached.   The back propagation learning rule method 

is a recursive gradient descent method that minimizes the sum of the squared error of 

the network. In other words, the network weights are chosen to minimize the error 

function,  

                                                                    (4.25) 

where N is the sample size, yt is targeted (or observed) output value and is the 

calculated output value. 

The generalized delta rule is a common learning rule used in the Back 

propagation network model, which updates the weight for each unit as follows: 

                                                  (4.26) 

where w is the weight for either the connection from the ith input unit to the jth 

hidden layer unit or the weight from the jth hidden layer unit to the output unit, η is 
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the learning rate (typically less than 1), and is the gradient vector associated with 

either the weight from the ith input unit to the jth hidden layer unit or the weight from 

the jth hidden layer unit to the output unit. A chain rule is used to calculate the 

gradient vector on a layer-by-layer basis.  

  A gradient descent procedure searches for a minimal error on the error 

surface. The error surface is multi-dimensional and may contain many local minima. 

Therefore, it is possible for the gradient descent learning algorithm to get trapped in a 

local minimum instead of a global minimum. There are several ways to keep the 

network from getting stuck in local minima. One of the ways is to restart the program 

with different weights and adjust the learning rate. Also, a genetic algorithm could be 

used, as suggested by Dorsey and Mayer (1995). Finally, a momentum term could be 

added to the weight update rule. Momentum terms are used to keep the weights 

changing in the established direction. That is,  

                                   (4.27) 

where , η is the learning rate, which affects how fast the network 

corrects its estimates, and is a momentum term added to avoid getting 

stuck in local minima and to accelerate the training. The above procedures are 

repeated for all patterns until the convergence is achieved. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 This section focuses on empirical studies and analyses that illustrate the 

variation between the two approaches for estimating the money demand function 

discussed in the previous sections using two alternative monetary aggregates (Simple- 

Sum aggregates and Divisia aggregates). Two alternative techniques, linear 

(Cointegration and Error-correction) and non-linear (Back Propagation Neural 

Network), are used in the estimation of the demand for real money balances in the 

long and in the short run. Before estimating and analyzing the long-run and short-run 

money demand functions, the data and their sources are presented. The rest of the 

section is divided into two parts. The results from cointegration and error-correction 

technique are presented and analyzed in the first part. The second part presents and 

analyzes the results from the Neural Network technique. The conclusion is drawn at 

the end. 

5.1 Data 

The time series data used for estimating the money demand function in this 

study consist of quarterly observations covering the period form 1993:01 through 

2006:03 for Saudi Arabia. The variables considered are money supply, narrow and 

broad definitions, gross domestic product (GDP), non-oil gross domestic product 

(NOGDP), household private expenditure, the Eurodollar rate, consumer price index 

(CPI), and exchange rate. Since only annual data are available for GDP and 

household consumption expenditure, the quarterly data on GDP and household 
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consumption expenditure were interpolated from annual data using the Quadratic 

match sum interpolation method as provided by Eviews software. Quarterly data on 

the oil production, which consists of around 40 percent of the country's gross 

domestic product (GDP), are used as a proxy for interpolating the GDP.       

The Eurodollar rate (foreign interest rate) is used as a measure of opportunity 

cost in Saudi Arabia as explained in the model specification section. The IMF’s 

composite currency unit SDR (Special Draw Rights) is used as a proxy for the 

exchange rate variable. The definition of the exchange rate is the number of Saudi 

Riyal per one unit of SDR. The money supply data is represented by the simple-sum 

data, M1 and M2, and the constructed Divisia M1 and M2 data. The construction of 

the Divisia monetary aggregates requires data on quantities and prices of all 

components of monetary assets. The prices here stand for rental rates of the assets 

(user costs). So, following the definition of monetary aggregates in Saudi Arabia as 

defined by SAMA (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency), the central bank, M1 and M2 

are composed of the following: 

M1 = currency in circulation + Demand deposit 

M2 = M1 + Time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

Therefore, the data that are also required for the construction of the Divisia index 

include the following: 

Quantity of currency in circulation  

Quantity of demand deposits  

The implicit rate of return on demand deposits 
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Quantity of time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

The rate of return on time and saving deposits (various maturities) 

Treasury bill rates (various maturities) 

Government bonds rates (various maturities) 

The data on Divisia M1 and Divisia M2 were obtained after constructing the 

Divisia indices separately. The rest of the data are obtained from the Department of 

Research and Statistics at the central bank of Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia Monetary 

Agency (SAMA), various issues of SAMA annual and quarterly reports, and from the 

International Financial Statistics (2007) IFS CD-ROM of the International Monetary 

Fund. All series are in real and natural logarithms form except the Eurodollar rate 

(foreign interest rate) and domestic interest rate. 

5.2 The Linear Technique (Cointegration and Error-Correction) 

The layout of the first part is as follows. First, the results from unit root tests 

are analyzed. After testing the data for the order of integration, the results from the 

conventional approach for estimating the money demand function using two 

alternative monetary aggregates (Simple-Sum aggregates and Divisia aggregates) are 

analyzed first. The analyses include testing for cointegration relationship among the 

money demand function variables. If the cointegration vector(s) is identified, then the 

short-run dynamic adjustment towards the long-run equilibrium is investigated using 

the vector error correction model (VECM). After that, a set of diagnostic testing 

procedures is used to verify the robustness of the results. The analysis of the results of 

the cointegration relationship and the vector models are discussed for the different 
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measures of money (Simple-Sum M1 and M2, Divisia M1 and M2) separately. At the 

end, results from innovation accounting, which include impulse response functions 

(IRF) and variance decomposition (VDC), are discussed to analyze the short-run 

dynamics of the variables. 

 The results from the second approach (the consumer demand approach) for 

estimating the money demand function using two alternative monetary aggregates 

(Simple-Sum aggregates and Divisia aggregates) is presented using the same 

procedure of analysis used for the conventional approach.  

5.2.1 Unit Root Tests Results  

 Prior to embarking upon the cointegration analysis, the time series properties 

of the variables need to be examined. The time series should be integrated of the same 

order to be cointegrated. Most macroeconomic variables have been found to be non-

stationary in their levels and stationary in first differences. This study makes use of 

four different unit root tests to analyze the properties of the time series. The classical 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests; and the newer 

Dickey-Fuller Generalised Least Squares (DF-GLS) and the Elliott, Rothenberg and 

Stock (ERS) Point Optimal Test unit root tests developed by Elliot, Rothenberg and 

Stock. Table (5.1) reports the estimated test statistics for all variables on level and 

first difference using both The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron 

(PP). Table (5.2) reports the estimated test statistics for all variables on level and first 

difference using both the Dickey-Fuller Generalised Least Squares (DF-GLS) and the 

Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock (ERS) Point Optimal Test unit root tests. The 
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appropriate lag order in the test specification for each variable is chosen to ensure that 

the errors were serially uncorrelated.  

The statistics under all four unit root tests indicate that all levels of natural 

logarithm of our time series variables have unit roots at the 5 per cent level of 

significance. Furthermore, the statistics show that the unit root hypotheses are 

rejected at the 5 per cent level of significance under all four unit root tests for all first 

differences of natural logarithm of our time series variables. Therefore, we can 

confirm that the statistics under all four unit root tests suggest that the first difference 

of each series is stationary and all the variables are best modeled as I(1). 
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Table 5.1  

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) Unit Root Tests Results 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
    Notes: 

1. DM1 and DM2 are Divisia Index M1 and M2, SM1 and SM2 are simple sum M1 and M2, NOY is 
the non-oil GDP, (YDM1,YDM2,YSM1,YSM2) are full income reflecting expenditures on goods 
and services using Divisia (M1,M2) and Simple Sum (M1,M2) respectively. UC1 and UC2 are the 
duel prices for Divisia M1 and M2 respectively, i_Riyal is the three month money market rate on 
Saudi Riyal, REX is the real exchange rate of Saudi Riyal per SDR (IMF Special Draw Rights), Fi 
is the Foreign Interest Rate (Eurodollar Rate). 

2. */**/*** Significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively. 
3. All variables are in natural log form except i_Riyal, REX, and FI. 
4. Critical values were taken from MacKinnon (1991). 

  
 

 
 

ADF Test Statistics PP Test Statistics 
Variable 

Level 1st Difference 1st Difference 1st Difference 

DM1 -1.561004 -24.86703* -0.811204 -9.445769* 

DM2 0.635049 -15.72336* 0.095727 -9.440858* 

SM1 -1.780477 -18.39794* -1.232220 -8.406399* 

SM2 1.349995 -8.477571* 0.225256 -8.246472* 

NOY -3.056752 -12.54112* -3.077895 -9.481326* 

YDM1 -2.903061 -5.296356* -2.301741 -5.296356* 

YDM2 -2.860549 -6.630851* -2.886797 -7.649372* 

YSM1 -1.976453 -6.035161* -2.225282 -6.035161* 

YSM2 -2.442799 -5.770192* -2.225494 -5.770192* 

UC1 -2.614828 -7.586270* -2.505528 -5.760161* 

UC2 -2.362814 -7.194375* -2.175883 -4.965524* 

i_Riyal -1.644125 -4.991833* -1.685295 -4.917397* 

REX -1.432952 -6.646854* -1.316457 -6.675384* 

Fi -1.644620 -3.287330** -2.143412 -3.246314** 
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Table 5.2:  
 
DF-GLS and Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock Point Optimal Unit Root  Tests Results 
 

   
DF-GLS test statistic 

Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock 
Point Optimal test statistic 

Variable Level 1st Difference Level 1st Difference 

DM1 -0.511621 -2.543442** 35.3670 1.387825* 

DM2 -0.542412 -2.334662** 46.6931 1.1606* 

SM1 -0.657533 -2.532209** 58.2662 1.157669* 

SM2 0.131352 -6.797561* 89.2934 1.411647* 

NOY -2.805261 -3.076711* 9.108698 2.213798** 

YDM1 -2.706729 -4.194547* 6.481048 0.577496* 

YDM2 -1.637456 -6.944029* 10.53139 1.192931* 

YSM1 -1.638781 -6.380473* 30.01956 0.918119* 

YSM2 -1.637456 -6.258803* 22.31864 0.973941* 

UC1 -1.941849 -3.374485* 3.002178 1.228966* 

UC2 -1.731651 -3.35408* 3.64223 1.301463* 

i_Riyal -1.469978 -4.966624* 6.027947 1.045841* 

REX -1.399117 -7.045203* 7.026593 1.211136* 

Fi -1.569307 -2.604629** 3.069061 1.576955* 
Notes:  

1. DM1 and DM2 are Divisia Index M1 and M2, SM1 and SM2 are simple sum M1 and M2, NOY is the 
non-oil GDP, (YDM1,YDM2,YSM1,YSM2) are full income reflecting expenditures on goods and 
services using Divisia (M1,M2) and Simple Sum (M1,M2) respectively. UC1 and UC2 are the duel 
prices for Divisia M1 and M2 respectively, i_Riyal is the three month money market rate on Saudi 
Riyal, REX is the real exchange rate of Saudi Riyal per SDR (IMF Special Draw Rights), Fi is the 
Foreign Interest Rate (Eurodollar Rate). 

2. */**/*** Significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively. 
3. All variables are in natural log form except i_Riyal, REX, and FI. 
4. 1%, 5%, and 10% Critical values for DF-GLS test statistic with constant and trend are -3.7548, -

3.1772, and -2.878 respectively and with constant only are -2.6093, -1,9471, and -1.6128 respectively. 
5. Lag length selection for DF-GLS is based on BIC. 
6. 1%, 5%, and 10% Critical values for Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock Point Optimal test statistic with 

constant and trend are 4.224, 5.712, and 6.772 respectively and with constant only are 1.8764, 2.9308, 
and 3.9308 respectively. 
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5.2.2 Cointegration Analysis 

The Johansen and Juselius (1990) methodology is employed to test for the 

presence of a stable long-run relationship between real money balances (Simple-Sum 

M1 and M2, Divisia M1 and M2) and their determinants in Saudi Arabia. As 

discussed earlier, compared to the Engle and Granger (1987) cointegrating 

methodology, the Johansen and Juselius methodology allows for the testing of more 

than one cointegrating vector in the series and for the calculation of maximum 

likelihood estimates of these vectors. The results obtained in the previous section 

pave the way to switch from the conventional regression methods to the cointegration 

methods to estimate the money demand functions for Saudi Arabia.  

The first step in our cointegration analysis is to determine the order of the 

VAR system. Specifying the appropriate lag length of the VAR system makes the 

residuals uncorrelated.  Several methods have been found in the literature to 

determine the VAR order, such as the Sequential Modified Likelihood Ratio (LR), the 

Final Prediction Error (FPE), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the Schwarz 

Information Criterion (SC) and the Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQ). 

Although these methods may produce conflicting VAR order selections, the aim is to 

use the one that produces the best possible results that conform to economic theory 

(Seddighi et al., 2000, p. 309; Wong, 2004, p. 12).  

Another issue that needs to be resolved before implementing the cointegrating 

test is the deterministic components in the models. By following Harris (1995), we 

test the inclusion of a linear trend in the cointegration space for all the hypothesized 
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models of monetary aggregates. The Johansen Procedure is applied to test our 

models. Specifically, we have four models representing the simple-sum M1 and M2 

monetary aggregates and the Divisia M1 and M2 monetary aggregates. The analyses 

of the four models are based on the results of the Johansen maximum likelihood 

estimation for determination of the cointegrating vectors. Both λ-trace and λ-max test 

statistics are used to determine the cointegration vectors. 

In a case of multiple cointegrating vectors, Johansen and Juselius (1990) 

suggest that the first cointegrating vector corresponds to the largest eigenvalue and is 

the most correlated with the stationary part of the model. 

Once the cointegration rank and number of lags was estimated, the next step 

in the cointegration analysis was to conduct hypotheses testing.  This involved testing 

linear restrictions on the cointegration space. The tests of the exclusion of each 

variable in the long run money demand equilibrium function are implemented to 

derive an economic meaning in the cointegrating relation. Furthermore, in the case of 

income coefficient, the hypothesis is that the real money is homogeneous of degree 

one with respect to the real income variable (real non-oil GDP). That is, the 

restriction of the income coefficient to be -1 under the null hypothesis of unitary 

income elasticity.  
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To test such hypotheses, we compared a model incorporating the test 

restriction on an unrestricted model. The likelihood ratio test statistics are given by 

equation (4.17): 

 

and has a X2 distribution with (p – r) degrees of freedom. 

a. Cointegration Results for the Conventional Approach 

 Analysis of simple-sum M1.  The optimal lag length is three lags as identified 

by the Sequential Likelihood Ratio (LR), the Final Prediction Error (FPE), and the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). 

Table 5.3:  

Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for 
Simple-Sum M1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
          Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 

 Table 3 presents the results of the rank test of the simple-sum M1 model. We 

can see that the null hypothesis of zero cointegrating vectors is strongly rejected by 

the data at the 5 percent significance level for both λ-trace and λ-max statistics. The null 

hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector is also rejected at the 5 percent 

significance level, since both the calculated values of our λ-trace and λ-max statistics 

exceed their corresponding 5 percent critical values. However, the null hypothesis of, 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical 

value 
H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 

r = 0  0.602  47.98*  105.00* 33.87 69.81 
r ≤ 1  0.426  28.87*    57.01* 27.58 47.85 
r ≤ 2  0.307 19.25 28.14 21.13 29.79 
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at most, two cointegrating vectors can not be rejected as both Trace and Maximum 

Eigenvalue statistics are smaller than the critical values reported for each. Thus, we 

conclude that there exist two cointegrating vectors for the Simple-Sum M1 model at 

the 5 percent significance level.  

The first cointegrating vector is normalized on real money balance (Simple-

Sum M1). The normalized eigenvector for the long-run money demand model of 

monetary aggregate Simple-Sum M1 is given by (std.err. in parentheses)  

     LRSM1 = 1.597 LRNOY - 0.153 i_Riyal - 0.039REX + 0.137Fi                  (5.1) 
            (0.05)                (0.023)              (0.031)          (0.024)      
 
Equation (5.1) indicates a theoretically consistent, positive long run income 

influence on the quantity of money demanded and the negative effect of the domestic 

interest rate on the money demand in Saudi Arabia. However, the foreign interest rate 

did not have the expected signs. The exchange rate exerts a negative influence on the 

demand for money. A rise in the exchange rate stimulates a fall in money holdings.  

Table 5.4:. 
 
Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Simple Sum M1 
model 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Note: indicates rejection of the null hypotheses at 5%. 

Table (5.4) presents the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run 

money demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction on the long-run 

income elasticity is rejected according to χ2 distribution. Both domestic and foreign 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (LRNOY) Ho: βi=1 Χ2 (1) = 14.55 0.00*         
Opportunity Cost ( i_Riyal ) Ho: βi=0 Χ2 (1) = 15.68 0.00*         
Real Exchange rate (REX) Ho: βi=0 Χ2 (1) = 0.898 0.3     
Foreign Interest Rate (Fi) Ho: βi=0 Χ2 (1) = 11.66 0.00*         
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interest rates’ coefficients are statistically significant at the 5 percent level. However, 

we failed to reject the null hypothesis of zero coefficient of real exchange rate 

variable. This implies that all variables except real exchange rate influence the 

behavior of the demand for M1.  

 Analysis of Divisia M1 model.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set 

to 3, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test), Akaike information criterion 

(AIC), and Final prediction criterion (FPE). 

Table 5.5 

Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for Dvisia 
M1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
                          Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 
                          

Table (5.5) reports the results of the rank test of the Divisia M1 model. We 

can see that the null hypothesis of, at most, r = 0 cointegrating vectors is strongly 

rejected by both λ-trace and λ-max statistics at the 5 percent significance level. The null 

hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector is also rejected at both 5 according to 

λ-trace statistics, since the calculated value of λ-trace statistics is bigger than its 

corresponding 5 percent critical value. However, λ-max statistics the null hypothesis of, 

at most, one cointegrating vector can not be rejected at the 5 percent significance 

level. It is obvious that the two tests’ statistics yield different results. However, 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical 

value 
H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 

r = 0  0.55  41.49*  95.88* 33.87 69.81 
r ≤ 1  0.39       26.39  54.38* 27.58 47.85 
r ≤ 2  0.31       19.69 27.98 21.13 29.79 
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Johansen and Juselius (1990) suggest the use of λ-trace statistics in the situation of 

conflict between the two statistics. As a result, we conclude that there exist two 

cointegtrating vectors for the Divisia M1 model at the 5 percent significance level.  

 The analysis of the cointegration relationship is based on the first 

cointegrating vector. The estimated cointegrating vector is given by the eigenvector 

associated with the largest estimated eigenvalue. Since our goal is to determine 

whether a long-run equilibrium money demand function exists between the variables, 

the cointegrating equation is normalized on real money balance (Divisia M1). The 

normalized eigenvector for the long-run money demand model of monetary aggregate 

Divisia M1 is given by (std.err. in parentheses) 

 
LRDM1= 1.648 LRNOY + 0.276 LUC1+0.061 REX – 0.029 Fi              (5.2)     

           (0.077)              (0.086)            (0.041)          (0.006) 
    

 

Equation (16) indicates a positive effect of the real income on the long-run 

money demand which is theoretically consistent. However, the opportunity cost (user 

cost) coefficient did not have the expected sign. Theoretically, real narrow money 

demand is expected to be negatively related to opportunity cost. The real exchange 

rate exerts a low positive influence on money demand. The foreign interest rate has 

the expected sign. 
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Table 5.6:  
 
Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Divisia M1 
model 
 
 

 

 

                      

                         

                     Note: * indicates rejection of the null hypotheses at 5%. 

                     
Table (5.6) presents the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run 

money demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction of the long-run 

income elasticity is rejected according to χ2 distribution. Both user cost and foreign 

interest rates coefficients are statistically significant at the 5 percent level. However, 

we failed to reject the null hypothesis of zero coefficient of real exchange rate 

variable. This implies that all variables except the real exchange rate influence the 

behavior of the demand for Divisia M1.  

 Analysis of Simple-Sum M2 Model.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is 

set to 3, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test). 

Table 5.7 
 
Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for 
Simple-Sum M2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 % level. 
                         Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 
                          

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (LRNOY) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 12.37 0.00           
Opportunity Cost (LUC1) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 6.06 0.014         
Real Exchange rate (REX) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 1.24 0.26  
Foreign Interest Rate (Fi) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 4.33 0.037          

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical 

value 
H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 

r = 0  0.525  38.69*  94.31* 33.87 69.81 
r ≤ 1  0.361 23.37    55.63* 27.58 47.85 
r ≤ 2  0.307 20.27 28.14 21.13 29.79 
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 Table (5.7) presents the results of the rank test of the Simple-Sum M2 model. 

It can be seen that the null hypothesis of, at most, r = 0 cointegrating vectors is 

strongly rejected by the data at the 5 percent significance level for both λ-trace and λ-max 

statistics. The null hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector is rejected at the 5 

percent significance level according to λ-trace statistics. However, λ-max statistics 

indicate that the null hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector can not be 

rejected at the 5 percent significance level, since the calculated value of λ-max statistics 

is less than its corresponding 5 percent critical value. Since the two tests’ statistics 

yield different results, we will follow the one that is more supported by the literature. 

According Johansen and Juselius (1990), λ-trace statistics are more reliable than λ-max 

statistics in a case of conflict between the two tests’ statistics. Furthermore, Cheung 

and Lai (1993), suggest that λ-trace statistics are more robust than λ-max statistics. As a 

result, we conclude that there exist two cointegtrating vectors for the Simple-Sum M2 

model at the 5 percent significance level. Our estimated cointegrating vector is given 

by the eigenvector associated with the largest estimated eigenvalue. 

 Since our goal is to determine whether a long-run equilibrium money demand 

function exists between the variables, the first cointegrating vector is normalized on 

real money balance (Simple-Sum M2). The normalized eigenvector is given by 

(std.err. in parentheses) 

             LRSM2 = 1.949 LRNOY - 0.181 i_Riyal + 0.018 REX + 0.212Fi              (5.3) 
                (0.09)                 (0.038)           (0.051)               (0.041)      

 
Equation (5.3) indicates a theoretically consistent positive long run income 

influence on the quantity of money demanded and a negative effect of the domestic 
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interest rate on the money demand in Saudi Arabia. However, the foreign interest rate 

did not have the expected signs and the real exchange rate has low positive influence 

on money demand. 

Table 5.8 
 

Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Simple-Sum 
M2 model 

 

 

 

 

                   

Note: * indicates rejection of the null hypotheses at 5%. 

Table (5.8) reports the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run money 

demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction on the long-run income 

elasticity is rejected according to χ2 distribution. Both domestic and foreign interest 

rates’ coefficients are statistically significant at the 5 percent level. However, we 

failed to reject the null hypothesis of zero coefficient of the real exchange rate 

variable. This implies that all variables, except real exchange rate, influence the 

behavior of the demand for Simple-Sum M2.  

 Analysis of Divisia M2 Model.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set 

to 3, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test), Akaike information criterion 

(AIC), and Final prediction criterion (FPE). 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (LRNOY) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 7.39 0.00           
Opportunity Cost ( i_Riyal ) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 11.07 0.00           
Real Exchange rate (REX) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 0.068 0.79     
Foreign Interest Rate (Fi) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 12.70 0.00           
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Table 5.9 
 

Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for Dvisia 
M2 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
                                      Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 
                                      Trace test indicates 2 cointegrating equation(s) at 5% levels 
                                      Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating equation(s) at the 5% level. 

 Table (5.9) reports the results of the rank test of the Divisia M1 model. We 

can see that the null hypothesis of, at most, r = 0 cointegrating vectors is strongly 

rejected by both λ-trace and λ-max statistics at the 5 percent significance level. The null 

hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector is also rejected at 5 percent level 

according to λ-trace statistics, since the calculated value of λ-trace statistics is bigger than 

its corresponding 5 percent critical value. However, according to λ-max statistics, the 

null hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector can not be rejected at the 5 

percent significance level. It is obvious that the two tests’ statistics yield different 

results. However, Johansen and Juselius (1990) suggest the use of λ-trace statistics in 

the situation of conflicts between the two statistics. As a result, we conclude that there 

exist two cointegtrating vectors for the Divisia M2 model at the 5 percent significance 

level.   

 The analysis of the cointegration relationship is based on the normalized first 

cointegrating vector on real money balance (Divisia M2). The normalized eigenvector 

is given by (std.err. in parentheses) 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical value 

H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 
r = 0  0.571  44.03*  99.25* 33.87 69.81 
r ≤ 1  0.411       27.56  55.21* 27.58 47.85 
r ≤ 2  0.315       19.67 27.66 21.13 29.79 
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         LRDM2 = 1.670 LRNOY + 0.131 LUC2+0.025 REX – 0.022 Fi                (5.4) 
                (0.069)               (0.054)           (0.037)          (0.007) 
 

Equation (5.4) indicates a positive effect of the real income on the long-run 

money demand which is theoretically consistent. However, the opportunity cost (user 

cost) coefficient did not have the expected sign. The real exchange rate exerts a low 

positive influence on money demand. The foreign interest rate has the expected sign. 

Table 5.10 

Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Divisia M2 
model 
 

 

 

 

 

                     Note: * indicates rejection of the null hypotheses at 5%. 

 

Table (5.10) presents the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run 

money demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction of the long-run 

income elasticity is rejected according to χ2 distribution. However, the test fails to 

reject the exclusion of user cost, foreign interest rate, and real exchange rate 

variables. This implies that only the income variable influences the behavior of the 

demand for Divisia M2.  

b. Cointegration Results for the Consumer Demand Approach 

 Analysis of Simple-Sum M1 Model. The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set to 
4, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test), FPE, and AIC. 

 
 
 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (LRNOY) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 11.39 0.00           
Opportunity Cost (LUC2) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 3.67 0.05  
Real Exchange rate (REX) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 0.23 0.62  
Foreign Interest Rate (Fi) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 2.62 0.10  
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Table 5.11 
 
Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for 
Simple-Sum M1 
 
 

 
 

                
Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
                          Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 

Table (5.11) presents the results of the rank test of the simple-sum M1 model. 

The results reported for the trace and maximum eigenvalue statistics show that the 

null-hypothesis of no-cointegrating vector linking real Simple-Sum M1 and its 

determinants is rejected at the 5 percent level of significance. Furthermore, both 

statistics reject the null-hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector. However, the 

null-hypothesis of, at most, two cointegrating vectors is not rejected by both trace and 

maximum eigenvalue statistics. Thus, we conclude that there exist two cointegrating 

vectors for the Simple-Sum M1 model at the 5 percent significance level. 

The first cointegrating vector is normalized on real money balance (Simple-

Sum M1). The normalized eigenvector for the long-run money demand model of 

monetary aggregate Simple-Sum M1 is given by (std.err. in parentheses) 

                               LRSM1= 0.877 + 1.878 Y + 0.116 π                     (5.5) 
                                                          (0.07)       (0.009)                                    
 

where Y is real expenditure on monetary services plus real expenditure in 

consumption (full income) obtained from the representative’s budget constraint, and π 

is the price dual (the Leontief price index). Equation 19 indicates that the income 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical 

value 
H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 

R = 0  0.478  33.16*  50.79* 21.13 29.79 
r ≤ 1  0.255  14.98*   17.64* 14.26 15.49 
r ≤ 2  0.051 2.66 2.65 3.84 3.84 
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elasticity coefficient has the expected sign; however, the opportunity cost coefficient 

has the wrong sign. 

Table 5.12 

Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Simple-Sum 
M1 model 

Table (5.12) presents the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run 

money demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction of the long-run 

income elasticity is rejected according to χ2 distribution. Furthermore, the exclusion of 

the opportunity cost variable is rejected.  

 Analysis of Divisia M1 Model.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set 

to 4, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test), Akaike information criterion 

(AIC), and Final prediction criterion (FPE). 

Table 5.13  
Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for 
Divisia M1 
 

 

 

Table (5.13) presents the results of the rank test of the Divisia M1 model. The 

null hypothesis of zero cointegrating vectors is strongly rejected by the data at the 5 

percent significance level for both λ-trace and λ-max statistics. However, the null 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (Y) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 18.09 0.00           
Opportunity Cost (π) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 17.75 0.00           

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical value 

H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 
r = 0  0.436  29.19*  37.78* 21.13 29.79 
r ≤ 1  0.149  8.24   8.59 14.26 15.49 
r ≤ 2  0.007 0.35 0.35 3.84 3.84 
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hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector can not be rejected as both Trace and 

Maximum Eigenvalue statistics are smaller than the critical values reported for each. 

Thus, we conclude that there exists a unique cointegrating vector for the Divisia M1 

model at the 5 percent significance level.  

Since there is one cointegrating vector, an economic interpretation of the long-

run Divisia M1 money demand function can be obtained by normalizing the estimates 

of the unconstrained cointegrating vector on the real money balance (Divisia M1), 

which n is given by (std.err. in parentheses) 

                    LRDM1 = – 8.64 + 1.179 Y – 0.937 π              (5.6) 
                                                          (0.07)      (0.07)                   

where Y is real expenditure on monetary services plus real expenditure in 

consumption (full income) obtained from the representative’s budget constraint, π is 

the price dual (user cost) for Divisia M1. Equation (20) suggests a positive and 

statistically significant relationship between the demand for real Divisia M1 and real 

income. Furthermore, the opportunity cost variable is negatively related to demand 

for real Divisia M1. These results are consistent with the prediction of economic 

theory. 

Table 5.14 
Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Divisia M1 
model 
 
 
 
 

 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (Y) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 0.526 0.47           
Opportunity Cost (π) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 7.17 0.00           
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Table (5.14) presents the results of testing the restrictions on the long-run 

money demand variables’ coefficients. Imposing unitary restriction of the long-run 

income elasticity is not rejected according to χ2 distribution. Furthermore, the 

exclusion of the opportunity cost variable is rejected.  

 Analysis of Simple-Sum M2.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set to 

4, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test), FPE, and AIC. 

Table 5.15 

Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for : 
Simple-Sum M2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
  Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 
 

Table (5.15) presents the results of the rank test of the simple-sum M1 model. The 

results reported for the trace and maximum eigenvalue statistics show that the null-

hypothesis of no-cointegrating vector linking real Simple-Sum M2 and its 

determinants is rejected at the 5 percent level of significance. Furthermore, both 

statistics reject the null-hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector. However, the 

null-hypothesis of, at most, two cointegrating vectors is not rejected by both trace and 

maximum eigenvalue statistics. Thus, we conclude that there exist two cointegrating 

vectors for the Simple-Sum M1 model at the 5 percent significance level. 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical value 

H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 
r = 0  0.436  29.17*  51.20* 21.13 29.79 
r ≤ 1  0.313  19.19*   22.03* 14.26 15.49 
r ≤ 2  0.054 2.83 2.83 3.84 3.84 
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The estimated long-run money demand function is presented by normalizing the 

first cointegrating vector on real Simple-Sum M2 in the following (std.err. in 

parentheses) 

                         LRSM2= 0.877 + 1.236 Y + 0.089 π           (5.7) 
                                                             (0.1)         (0.013)                   

Equation (5.7) indicates that the long-run money demand for Simple-Sum M2 

is determined by full income and dual price of Simple-Sum M2. The long-run income 

elasticity coefficient possesses the expected positive sign. However, the opportunity 

cost variable does not reflect the theoretically expected sign. 

Table 5.16 
 
Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Simple-Sum 
M2 model 

 
 

 

Table (5.16) presents the results of testing for restriction of variables in the 

long-run relationship for the Simple-Sum M2. The results suggest that the long-run 

income elasticity is equal to unity. Furthermore, the null hypothesis of zero 

coefficient of the opportunity cost variable is rejected. 

Analysis of Divisia M2 Model.  The lag length of the unrestricted VAR is set 

to 4, based on the LR test (Likelihood Ratio Test). 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (Y) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 0.98 0.32           
Opportunity Cost ( π) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 4.43 0.035         
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Table 5.17 
 
Johansen Maximum Likelihood test for the number of cointegrating vectors for 
Divisia M2 

 
 

 

 

                
                                Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( 1%) level. 
                                         Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). 

Table 17 presents the results of the rank test of the Divisia M2 model. The 

null hypothesis of zero cointegrating vectors is strongly rejected by the data at the 5 

percent significance level for both λ-trace and λ-max statistics. However, the null 

hypothesis of, at most, one cointegrating vector can not be rejected as both Trace and 

Maximum Eigenvalue statistics are smaller than the critical values reported for each. 

Thus, we conclude that there exists a unique cointegrating vector for the Divisia M2 

model at the 5 percent significance level.  

Since there is one cointegrating vector, an economic interpretation of the long-

run Divisia M2 money demand function can be obtained by normalizing the estimates 

of the unconstrained cointegrating vector on the real money balance (Divisia M2) 

which n is given by (std.err. in parentheses) 

                  LRDM2 = – 7.16 + 1.379 Y – 0.779 π          (5.7) 
                                                          (0.03)       (0.03)                   
 

 Equation (5.7) reveals a positive and statistically significant relationship 

between the demand for real Divisia M1 and real income. Furthermore, the 

Hypothesized 
NO. of CE(s)  Test Statistics 5% Critical value 

H0 Eigenvalue λ-max λ-trace λ-max λ-trace 
r = 0  0.436  28.89*  35.98* 21.13 29.79 
r ≤ 1  0.149  4.42   7.08 14.26 15.49 
r ≤ 2  0.007 2.66  2.66 3.84 3.84 
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opportunity cost variable is negatively related to demand for real Divisia M1. These 

results are consistent with the prediction of economic theory. 

Table 5.18:  
 

Testing for restriction of variables in the long run relationship for the Divisia M2 
model 
 

 

The results presented in Table (5.18) suggest that the null-hypothesis of the 

long-run income elasticity equal to unity is rejected. Furthermore, the null hypothesis 

of zero coefficient of opportunity cost variable is rejected. 

5.2.3 Error Correction Model Results 

The finding that the variables in all different models are cointegrated means 

that the short-run dynamics of the relationship between them must be specified as a 

vector error-correction mechanism (VECM) rather than as a conventional unrestricted 

vector autoregression (VAR) specification. Thus, we employ a vector error correction 

model (VECM) to tie the short-run behavior of each money demand component to its 

long-run equilibrium values. The Granger Representation Theorem states that, if two 

or more variables are cointegrated, which means there is a long-run relationship 

between them, and then the short-run dynamic can be described by an error-

correction model.17 This can be expressed as follows: 

                                                                          (5.8) 

                                                
17 This means that cointegration implies the existence of vector error correction model (VECM). 

Variables Null Hypotheses LR Statistics p-value 
Income (Y) Ho: βi=1 χ2 (1) = 7.17 0.00           
Opportunity Cost (π) Ho: βi=0 χ2 (1) = 12.99 0.00           
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where and  are vector autoregressive (VAR) components in first 

differences and error correction components in level, respectively. Xt is 5x1 vector of 

monetary aggregate, non-oil GDP, opportunity cost, real exchange rate, and foreign 

interest rate when employing the conventional approach and is 3x1 vector of 

monetary aggregate, full income, and dual price when employing the consumer 

demand approach. εt are stationary random shocks with zero mean and constant 

variance. k-1 is the lag length (VAR order minus one), which is chosen by the 

Sequential Modified Likelihood Ratio (LR), the Final Prediction Error (FPE), the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the Schwarz Information Criterion (SC) and the 

Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQ). In the case of conflicting VAR order 

selections, the aim is to use the one that produces the best possible results that 

conforms to economic theory. The presence of Granger-causality is indicated by the 

statistical significance of either the F-tests of joint explanatory variables or the t-tests 

of the error correction term (ECT). Clearly, the error correction term, which is the 

difference between the actual money demand and the money demand predicted by the 

fundamentals, plays a crucial role of self-correction mechanism of the money demand 

toward what is implied by the long-run determinants of the money demand function. 

The error-correction term must be negative and significantly different from zero. A 

negative coefficient on the ECT implies that, in the event of a deviation between 

actual and long run equilibrium level, there would be an adjustment back to the long- 

run relationship in subsequent periods to eliminate this discrepancy.   
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a. VECM Results for the Conventional Approach 

 Analysis of Simple-Sum M1. 
 
Δ LSM1t = 0.0261 – 0.366Δ LSM1t-2 – 0.142Δ LRNOYt-1 – 0.016 Δ i_Riyalt-1 + 0.06Δ REXt-2                                                                                            
                                (-2.32)                   (-0.783)                     (-1.25)                     (1.3)               
 
                                             – 0.024 Δ Fit-1 – 0.297 ECt-1                             (5.9)    
                                                (-1.16)                 (-2.914) 

 
R2= 0.31               F-statistic = [1.635]                    LM (1) =31.78        LM (5) = 29.38 
                                                                                     Prob [0.16]              Prob  [0.24] 
 
Portmanteau Test (3) Adj Q-Stat = 42.07       Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 92.49 
                                                      [0.01]                                                             [0.03] 

 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 328.646    Jarque-Bera Normality Test = 18.76 

                                                   [0.51]                                                       [0.04] 
 

Equation (5.9) is the vector error correction model for the Simple-Sum M1 

monetary aggregate where t-statistics are in parentheses and P-values in brackets. The 

estimated value of the error-correction term coefficient is statistically significant and 

has the expected sign. This implies that any excess of money held in the last period 

would induce to a decrease in the money holdings in the next period. However, the 

income coefficient did not have the expected sign and is not significant, as well as the 

rest of the other coefficients of explanatory variables. As for the diagnostic tests, the 

LM and Portmanteau Tests for serial correlation report a conflict result. Furthermore, 

the normality is rejected as suggested by Jarque-Bera Normality Test.  

 Analysis of Divisia M1. 

Δ LDM1t = 0.029 – 0.492 Δ LDM1t-2 – 0.339 Δ LRNOYt-1 – 0.045 Δ UC1t-2 – 0.046Δ REXt-1                                                                                            
                     (5.3)         (-3.4)                  (1.9)                         (-0.8)                     (-1.1) 
 

 
                                               – 0.025 Δ Fit-1 – 0.449 ECt-1                          (5.10) 
                                                     (-1.6)                   (-5.1) 
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R2= 0.495                  F-statistic = [3.57]     LM (1) χ2 =21.29        LM (5) χ2 = 27.28 

                                                                            [0.50]                             [0.34] 
 

Portmanteau Test (3) Adj Q-Stat = 33.07                   Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 96.11 
                                              [0.13]                                                                                [0.05] 

 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 340.17              Jarque-Bera Normality Test = 21.98 

                                                  [0.34]                                                                [0.02] 
 

Equation (5.10) is the error correction model for the Divisia M1 monetary 

aggregate where t-statistics are in parentheses and P-values in brackets. The estimated 

value of the error-correction term coefficient is statistically significant and has the 

expected sign. That is, when there is excess money supply, individuals would reduce 

their money holdings. However, all coefficients of the explanatory variables are not 

statistically significant and the income coefficient did not have the expected signs. 

The diagnostic tests reveal no problems regarding autocorrelation, and Residual 

Heteroskedasticity. However, the normality is rejected, as suggested by the Jarque-

Bera Normality Test.  

 Analysis of Simple-Sum M2. 
 
Δ LSM2t = 0.015 + 0.198Δ LSM2t-2 – 0.136Δ LRNOYt-1 + 0.006 Δ i_Riyalt-1 + 0.05Δ REXt-1                                                                                            
                 (3.03)         (1.19)                (-1.1)                      (0.54)                          (1.84)               
 

 
                                             – 0.024 Δ Fit-1 – 0.043 ECt-1                            (5.11) 
                                                (-0.89)             (-0.82) 
 
 
R2= 0.23              F-statistic = [1.097]        LM (1) χ2 =24.77                 LM (5) χ2 = 20.14 

                                                             [0.47]                                     [0.74] 
 

Portmanteau Test (3) Adj Q-Stat = 28.06              Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 77.44 
                                                  [0.30]                                                                          [0.40] 

 
 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 381.656            Jarque-Bera Normality Test = 16.35 

                                                         [0.262]                                                              [0.09] 
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Equation (5.11) is the error correction model for the Simple-Sum M2 

monetary aggregate where t-statistics are in parentheses and P-values in brackets. 

Although the error-correction term has the expected sign, it is not significantly 

different than zero. This means that the speed of adjustment towards equilibrium state 

does not exist. However, the diagnostic tests of the residuals show no significant 

evidence of autocorrelation, non-normality and hetorskedasticity. Both coefficients of 

the opportunity cost and the income variables do not have the expected sign and are 

not statistically significant.  

 Divisia M2. 
 
Δ LDM2t = 0.03 – 0.481Δ LDM2t-2 – 0.274 Δ LRNOYt-1 + 0.019 Δ UC2t-1 – 0.033Δ REXt-1                                                                                            
                   (5.55)         (-2.87)                  (1.74)                            (0.55)                     (-0.85) 
 

 
                                               – 0.014 Δ Fit-1 – 0.393 ECt-1                              (5.12) 
                                                     (-1.13)                (-4.83) 
 
R2= 0.44              F-statistic = [2.94]                      LM (1) χ2 =24.67        LM (5) χ2 = 25.66 

                                                                                               [0.47]                            [0.43] 
 

Portmanteau Test (3) Adj Q-Stat = 31.91               Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 91.36 
                                                      [0.16]                                                                        [0.09] 

 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 322.77              Jarque-Bera Normality Test = 19.98 

                                                            [0.60]                                                                [0.03] 
 

Equation (5.12) is the error correction model for the Divisia M2 monetary 

aggregate where t-statistics are in parentheses and P-values in brackets. The estimated 

value of the error-correction term coefficient is statistically significant and has the 

expected sign. That is, any excess of money held by economic agents in the last 

period would induce to a decrease in the money holdings in the next period. However, 
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all coefficients of the explanatory variables are not statistically significant and the 

income coefficient did not have the expected signs. As for the diagnostic tests, the 

residuals show no significant evidence of autocorrelation or hetorskedasticity. 

However, the normality is rejected, as suggested by the Jarque-Bera Normality Test.  

b.VECM Results for the Consumer Demand Approach 

Analysis of Simple-Sum M1.  The short run Error Correction Model for Money 

demand is (t-statistics in parentheses and P-values in brackets): 

Δ LRSM1t = 0.0261 – 0.341Δ LRSM1t-2 - 0.345Δ Y t-1 – 0.027 Δ π t-1 – 0.261 ECt-1    (5.13) 
                      (-2.11)      (-1.98)                     (-2.58)                   (1.3)                (-2.52) 
                                                                      
R2= 0.28                      F-statistic = [1.6]                           LM (1) =11.87        LM (5) = 5.04           
                                                                                                           [0.16]                     [0.83] 
 
 Portmanteau Test (4) Adj Q-Stat = 26.58                Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 31.59  
                                                        [0.018]                                                                       [0.03]     
 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 127.65    Jarque-Bera Normality Test (Joint) = 10.06  
                                                          [0.51]                                                                       [0.12] 

Equation (5.13) reports the short-run money demand function. The estimated 

value of the error-correction term coefficient is statistically significant and has the 

expected sign. That is, when there is excess money supply, individuals would reduce 

their money holdings. Although, the coefficient for the income variable is statistically 

significant, it has the unexpected sign. The coefficient of the opportunity cost variable 

has the expected sign but it is not statistically significant at the 5 percent level. 

Regarding diagnostic tests, no evidence of residuals hetorskedasticity is found. The 

Lagrang Multiplier test for one and five lags did not report any serial correlation in 

the residuals. However, the Portmanteau Tests reject the null-hypothesis of no serial 
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correlation in the residuals. Furthermore, the normality is not rejected, as suggested 

by the Jarque-Bera Normality Test. 

 Analysis of Divisia M1 Model.  The short-run Error Correction Model for 

Money demand is (t-statistics in parentheses and P-values in brackets): 

Δ LRDM1 t = 0.037 – 1.33 Δ LRDM1t-1 – 1.077 Δ LRDM1t-2 – 0.866 Δ LRDM1t-3                                             
                        (5.7)     (-4.56)                      (-3.85)                       (-3.19)                      
 
                               + 1.03 Δ Y t-1 – 0.632 Δ π t-1 – 0.498ECt-1                                            (5.14) 

                                  (2.34)             (2.74)             (-4.24) 
                                                      
R2= 0.476          F-statistic = [3.63]                 LM (1) χ2 =8.43          LM (5) χ2 = 5.26               
                                                                                           [0.49]                              [0.85] 
 
 Portmanteau Test (4) Adj Q-Stat = 11.60                Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 17.46     
                                                         [0.24]                                                                       [0.49] 
 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 117.45       Jarque-Bera Normality Test (Joint) = 8.54  
                                                                [0.55]                                                                  [0.20] 

Equation (5.14) reveals a statistically significant error-correction term with an 

expected negative sign, indicating a valid cointegration relationship. That is, any 

excess of money held by economic agents in last period would induce a decrease in 

the money holdings in the next period. Both coefficients of the income and 

opportunity cost variables have signs that conform to the money demand theory. 

Therefore, the short-run demand for Divisia M1 seems to be influenced by lags of 

Divisia M1, income, and opportunity cost variables. As for the diagnostic tests, they 

reveal no statistical problem at all with autocorrelation, normality, and 

heteroskedasticity.  

Analysis of Simple-Sum M2.  The short run Error Correction Model for Money 

demand is (t-statistics in parentheses and P-values in brackets): 

Δ LRSM2t = 0.02 – 0.198Δ LRSM2t-3 + 0.204Δ Y t-2 + 0.016 Δ π t-2 + 0.154 ECt-1      (5.15) 
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                       (4.2)    (-1.32)                         (2.5)                  (-2.00)                (2.92)         
 
R2= 0.31                      F-statistic = [1.82]                           LM (2) =16.81       LM (5) = 7.21 
                                                                                                            [0.05]                     [0.62] 
 
Portmanteau Test (4) Adj Q-Stat = 22.84                Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 29.71 
                                                        [0.01]                                                                        [0.04] 
 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 115.06       Jarque-Bera Normality Test (Joint) = 5.85 
                                                               [0.61]                                                                   [0.44] 

Although the error-correction term is significantly different than zero, it does 

not have the expected sign. This implies that the dynamic adjustment to an excess 

money supply by economic agents would be through increasing their demand for 

money, which would cause dynamic instability in the demand for money. 

Furthermore, only lag income would have significant influence in the money demand 

in the short-run. Regarding diagnostic tests, no evidence of residuals hetorskedasticity 

is found. The Lagrang Multiplier test for one and five lags did not report any serial 

correlation in the residuals. However, the Portmanteau Tests reject the null-hypothesis 

of no serial correlation in the residuals. Furthermore, the normality is not rejected, as 

suggested by the Jarque-Bera Normality Test. 

 Analysis of Divisia M2 Model.  The short run Error Correction Model for 

money demand is (t-statistics in parentheses and P-values in brackets): 

Δ LRDM2t = 0.034 – 0.92 Δ LRDM2t-1 – 0.73 Δ LRDM2t-2 – 0.482 Δ LRDM2t-3                                             
                      (4.7)   (-3.63)                      (-3.10)                     (-2.21)                      
 
                               + 0.576 Δ Y t-2 – 0.298Δ π 2t-2 – 0.582ECt-1                                   (5.16) 
                                  (1.87)            (-1.99)               (-3.35) 
 
R2= 0.349                  F-statistic = [2.15]                 LM (1) χ2 =12.09          LM (5) χ2 = 10.86 
                                                                                                       [0.21]                            [0.29] 
 
Portmanteau Test (4) Adj Q-Stat = 10.63                   Portmanteau Test (5) Adj Q-Stat = 23.16 
                                                       [0.30]                                                                           [0.18] 
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Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests χ2 = 99.67          Jarque-Bera Normality Test (Joint) = 9.69 
                                                              [0.91]                                                                     [0.14] 

The results obtained here are very similar to those obtained when using 

Divisia M1. However, income and opportunity cost coefficients are not statistically 

significant at the 5 percent level. The estimated value of the error-correction term 

coefficient is statistically significant and has the expected sign. This leads to the 

concludsion that the short-run money demand is influenced only by lags of money. 

As for the diagnostic tests, they show no statistical problem at all with 

autocorrelation, normality, and hetorskedasticity.  

5.2.4 Innovation Accounting Analysis 

Variance decomposition and impulse response functions (IRF) are 

implemented to investigate and analyze the dynamic interaction in the findings. 

Variance decomposition analysis provides some information about the relative 

importance of random innovations. Variance decomposition is employed to get some 

information on the percentage of variation in the forecast error of a variable as 

explained by its own innovation, and proportion as explained by innovations in other 

variables in the system. The impulse response functions (IRF) indicate the transitory 

dynamic response of a variable to a one-standard-deviation shock to another variable. 

In other words, the impulse response function is a plot of the magnitude of one 

variable response to a one-unit change in another variable resulting from one-time 

shock, while keeping other variables unchanged. In analyzing the results from VDCs 
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and IRF we discuss how the results are affected or are not affected by ordering money 

last or first in the VAR.  

Tables (5.19) to (5.22) in the Appendix B provide results for variance 

decomposition of all alternative monetary aggregates, using the two alternative 

approaches for money demand for Saudi Arabia as attributable to their own 

innovations and to shocks in the other variables over a 24- quarter horizon. Tables 

(5.19) and (5.21) show the VDCs results when money is placed first in the VAR 

while tables (5.20) and (5.22) report VDCs results when money is ordered last in the 

VAR. 

 The analysis of VDCs results tend to suggest that approximately 30% to 85% 

of the variances in all monetary aggregates for Saudi Arabia are mainly explained by 

themselves, using both approaches, when money is ordered first in the VAR,. 

However, when ordering money last in the VAR only 3% to 38% of the variances in 

simple-sum M1, Divisia M1, and Divisia M2 monetary aggregates are explained by 

themselves, using both approaches. In regard to simple-sum M2 monetary aggregate, 

the ordering of money in the VAR did not affect VDCs results. In other words, the 

highest percentage share of the variance in simple-sum M2 monetary aggregate is 

mainly explained by simple-sumM2 itself regardless of the ordering of money in the 

VAR. Furthermore, income shocks are responsible for a significant share in the 

variation of all monetary aggregates excluding simple-sum M2 monetary aggregate. 

Income shocks account for about 14.41%, 44.42%, and 42.12% in the variance 

decomposition of simple-sum M1, Divisia M1, and Divisia M2, respectively, when 
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ordering money first in the VAR and using the conventional approach. When money 

is placed last in the VAR Income shocks account for about 52.15%, 71.57%, and 

80.72% in the variance decomposition of simple-sum M1, Divisia M1, and Divisia 

M2, respectively, using the conventional approach. The role of income variable in 

explaining the variation of the money demand function is emphasized when Divisia 

monetary aggregates are used as a measure for money. On the other hand, income 

shocks account for about 42%, 68%, 10%, and 52% in the variance decomposition of 

simple-sum M1, Divisia M1, simple-sum M2, and Divisia M2, respectively, when 

ordering money first in the VAR and using the consumer demand approach. When 

money is placed last in the VAR Income shocks account for about 85.3%, 92.98%, 

and 57.38% in the variance decomposition of simple-sum M1, Divisia M1, and 

Divisia M2, respectively, using the consumer demand approach. These results also 

confirm the importance of income variable in explaining the variation of the money 

demand function when Divisia aggregates are used as a measure of money. 

The analysis of VDCs suggests that regardless of the ordering of money in the 

VAR the effect of the opportunity-cost variable is still negligible even if it is 

identified by the user cost when using both approaches.  

In the conventional approach, two more variables also investigated the real 

exchange rate and foreign interest rate. Innovations to the real exchange rate account 

for approximately 0.37%, 2.08%, 8.15%, and 1.76 of the variances in the Simple-Sum 

M1, Divisia M1, Simple-Sum M2 and Divisia M2, respectively, when ordering 

money first. However when money is placed last, Innovations to the real exchange 
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rate account for approximately 6.06%, 2.13%, 35%, and 1.62 of the variances in the 

Simple-Sum M1, Divisia M1, Simple-Sum M2 and Divisia M2, respectively.  

In addition, the VDCs’ result indicates that foreign interest rate innovations 

can explain more of the variances in Divisia M1 and Divisia M2 than they can 

explain the variances of simple-sum M1 and simple-sum M2 when money is ordered 

first. About 22% and 14% of the variance decomposition of the Divisia M1 and 

Divisia M2 are explained by foreign interest rate innovations. On the other hand, 

foreign interest rate innovations account for less than 5% of the variance 

decomposition of both Simple-Sum M1 and M2, respectively. However when money 

is placed last, Innovations to foreign interest rate account for approximately 20%, 

22%, 16%, and 14% of the variances in the Simple-Sum M1, Divisia M1, Simple-

Sum M2 and Divisia M2, respectively.  

Figures (5.1) through (5.16) in appendix B illustrate the IRFs of the alternative 

monetary aggregates from using the two alternative approaches for money demand 

for Saudi Arabia to one-standard-deviation innovations to all of their determinants for 

a 24-quarter horizon. In general and regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR, 

the results show that all four monetary aggregates are positively sensitive to 

innovations from the monetary aggregates themselves and remain strong throughout 

the 24-quarter horizon.  

Figures (5.1), (5.2), (5.9), and (5.10) illustrate the impulse response of simple-

sum M1 to shocks in its determinants. Under the conventional approach, monetary 

aggregate Simple-Sum M1 reacts positively to shocks to income and negatively to 
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shocks to the opportunity-cost variable (Domestic Interest Rate) regardless of the 

ordering of money in the VAR. Furthermore, a shock to foreign interest rate and to 

real exchange rate produces a positive impact on the simple-sum M1 monetary 

aggregate in general under conventional approach. Under consumer demand 

approach, simple-sum M1 monetary aggregate react positively to shocks to income 

regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR. Furthermore, the simple-sum M1 

monetary aggregate has no significant reaction to shocks to dual price.  

Figures (5.3), (5.4), (5.11), and (5.12) illustrate the impulse response of 

Divisia M1 to shocks in its determinants. Under the conventional approach, monetary 

aggregate Divisia M1 reacts positively to shocks to income regardless of the ordering 

of money in the VAR. Shocks to the opportunity-cost variable (User Cost) produces a 

small positive effect on Divisia M1 for the first half of the 24-quarter horizon, then 

produces a small negative effect the second half of the 24-quarter horizon. 

Furthermore, a shock to the foreign interest rate produces a negative impact on the 

Divisia M1 monetary aggregate. Also, Divisia M1 monetary aggregates respond 

negatively to real exchange rate shock for the first couple periods, then shift to a 

positive response afterwards. The analyses of all these reactions of Divisia M1 to 

shocks to its determinants remain the same when changing the ordering of money. 

Under consumer demand approach, Divisia M1 monetary aggregate react positively 

to shocks to income regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR. Furthermore, 

the Divisia M1 monetary aggregate has almost zero response to shocks to dual price.  
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Figures (5.5), (5.6), (5.13), and (5.14) illustrate the impulse response of 

simple-sum M2 to shocks in its determinants. Under the conventional approach, when 

ordering money first in the VAR income shock produces a small negative effect on 

the simple-sum M2. However, when ordering money last in the VAR simple-sum M2 

reacts positively to shocks to income. Furthermore, shocks introduced to the 

opportunity-cost variables (Domestic Interest Rate), foreign interest rate, and real 

exchange rate produce a small positive effect on the Simple-Sum M2 monetary 

aggregate regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR. Under consumer demand 

approach, simple-sum M2 reacts negatively to shocks to both income and dual price 

regardless the ordering of money in the VAR. 

Finally, Figures (5.3), (5.4), (5.11), and (5.12) illustrate the impulse response 

of Divisia M2 monetary aggregate to shocks in its determinants. Under the 

conventional approach, monetary aggregate Divisia M2 reacts positively to shocks to 

income regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR. Shocks to the opportunity-

cost variable (User Cost) produces a small positive effect on Divisia M2 for the first 

10 periods of the 24-quarter horizon, then produces a small negative effect afterword. 

Furthermore, a shock to the foreign interest rate produces a negative impact on the 

Divisia M2 monetary aggregate. Also, Divisia M2 monetary aggregates respond 

negatively to real exchange rate shock for the first couple periods, then shift to a 

positive response afterwards. The analyses of all these reactions of Divisia M2 to 

shocks to its determinants remain the same when changing the ordering of money. 

Under consumer demand approach, Divisia M2 monetary aggregate react positively 
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to shocks to income regardless of the ordering of money in the VAR. Furthermore, 

the Divisia M2 monetary aggregate has a positive response to shocks to dual price 

when ordering money first in the VAR and has a small negative response when 

ordering money last in the VAR.  

5.3 Non-linear Technique (Artificial Neural Network) 

The results from the Neural Network technique are presented and analyzed 

here. The estimations of the conventional approach for money demand using both 

Divisia and Simple-Sum monetary aggregates are presented first. This includes 

analyzing the results of the long-run money demand and short-run-adjustment money 

demand. The results from the second approach (the consumer demand approach) for 

estimating the long- and short-run money demand functions using two alternative 

monetary aggregates (Simple-Sum aggregates and Divisia aggregates) are presented 

using the same procedure of analysis used for the conventional approach. But before 

the results from the two approaches for money demand are discussed, the general 

architecture for the Artificial Neural Network used in this study is presented. 

5.3.1 The Architecture of the Artificial Neural Network 

As stated in the previous section, the BPN model, a feed-forward model, will 

be used to estimate the long- and short-run money demand for Saudi Arabia using 

both Divisia and Simple-Sum monetary aggregates. To develop the optimal network, 

crucial decisions must be made in designing the network. The choice of the input 

variables, the number of the hidden layers and hidden units, the type of activation 
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functions in both the hidden and output layers, the value of the learning rate and the 

momentum rate, and the amount of training should be determined in advance. One of 

the shortcomings of ANN is the absence of established rules to help in choosing the 

optimal values of these parameters. Thus, the trial and error method is applied to 

obtain the appropriate values. 

The input variables are chosen in accordance with the approach (conventional 

or consumer demand) used for estimating money demand. Regarding the number of 

hidden layers, it has been proven that a neural network model with one hidden layer is 

enough to approximate any function to any degree of accuracy (Hornik et al., 1989). 

However, the choice of the hidden units is rather complicated. That is, if the number 

of hidden units is too small, then the neural network model may not approximate the 

function at a desired accuracy. On the other hand, an excessive training, using too 

many hidden units, may result in overfitting and produce a spuriously good fit which 

does not lead to better forecasts. Furthermore, the greater the number of hidden layer 

units, the longer the training period for the network is going to be. In practice, it is 

very difficult to determine a sufficient number of units necessary to achieve the 

desired degree of approximation accuracy. Frequently, the number of units in the 

hidden layer is determined by trial and error. Therefore, networks with 1 to 5 hidden- 

layer units would be tried, and the one that produces the minimum forecast errors 

would be chosen. 

The non-linear sigmoid function, which returns the values between zero and 

one, is commonly used as an activation function for the hidden layer. Following the 
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recommendation of Rumelhart et al. (1995), the linear function is used as an 

activation function for the output layer. Initial weights are randomly distributed, then 

updated for every sample input according to the generalized delta rule, which is a 

specific learning rule commonly used in the back-propagation network model. 

Although the use of the back-propagation algorithm tends to converge slowly, it is 

computationally more efficient than standard optimization techniques (Manterola et 

al., 2002).  

The number of training iterations allowed is 10,000. Using MATLAB 6.0 

default values, the learning and momentum rates for the back-propagation algorithm 

are set to 0.01 and 0.9, respectively. Other factors that must be considered are 

transforming and normalizing the data into a format appropriate for neural network 

training to make the network more efficient. Transformation and normalization are 

two widely used preprocessing methods. Transformation involves manipulating raw 

data inputs to create a single input to a net, while normalization is a transformation 

performed on a single data input to distribute the data evenly and scale it so that the 

different input signals have approximately the same numerical range. The data would 

be rescaled in the range [-1, 1], which is the most common form of preprocessing to 

attain similar values for the data in use. 

5.3.2 Conventional Approach to Demand for Money 

Both the long-run relationship between the demand for money and its 

determinants and the short-run adjustment process are estimated under the 
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conventional approach for demand for money. The long-run money demand is given 

by 

                           (5.17) 

where NOY is non-oil GDP (scale variable), OC is the opportunity cost variable and 

is represented by user cost when Divisia aggregates are used and domestic interest 

rate when Simple-Sum aggregates are used. FI is the foreign interest rate (Eurodollar 

rate), and REX is the real exchange rate, which is the number of Saudi Riyal per one 

unit of SDR (Special Draw Rights). The following feed-forward network is used to 

approximate the long-run money demand relationship ( ): 

                                                                               (5.18) 

where Nti  is the activation function (logistic function); γ0 and γi are the bias term and 

the weight from the hidden node to output node, respectively; βij  denotes the weight 

of the connection between input xi and the jth hidden neuron; and bi is the bias for the 

input xi. 

 The same specification applied to the linear technique to estimate the short-

run money demand function is applied here. Thus, the first difference of the real 

money balances is expressed as a function of its own lags, the lagged first differences 

of its determinants, and the lagged cointegration vector estimated from the long-run 

money demand. This has been done by estimating the long-run relationship first, then 
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taking the residual as an input in the estimation of the short-run learning error-

correction and adjustment process. Thus, the short-run adjustment process is 

 

          (5.19) 

a. The Long-Run Money Demand Results 

The long-run money demand for Saudi Arabia is approximated using Divisia 

(M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Three hidden nodes were 

selected for the hidden layer in the backpropagation network.18 Table (5.23) reports 

the goodness of fit and information criteria for Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum 

(M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Both R^2 and Adjusted R^2 reveal a relatively small 

discrepancy between the long-run Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). 

However, Akaike, Hannan Quinn, and Schwartz Information criteria favor Divisia 

(M1, M2) over Simple-Sum (M1, M2). Furthermore, root mean square errors 

(RMSE) associated with Divisia monetary aggregates are less than those associated 

with Simple-Sum monetary aggregates. These variations in the RMSE are illustrated 

in Figures (5.9) to (5.12) (see Appendix) that plot Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum 

(M1, M2) monetary aggregates and their fitted values.  

                                                
18 As mentioned in the methodology chapter, one to five hidden nodes were tried in the NN system 
then the one with least error was chosen. 
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Table 5.23 
 
Diagnostics of the long-run money demand for Saudi Arabia 
 

 M1 M2 
 Long-run Long-run 
 DV SS DV SS 

R^2 0.992364 0.989718 0.98888 0.988233 
Adj R^2 0.991906 0.989101 0.988212 0.987527 
RMSE 0.023042 0.028921 0.02847 0.032646 
Akaike -7.39274 -6.93823 -6.96964 -6.69589 

HQ -7.43841 -6.98389 -7.0153 -6.74156 
SIC -7.24541 -6.79089 -6.82231 -6.54856 

 

Tables (5.24) to (5.27) (see Appendix B) show the estimated weights both 

from input nodes to hidden nodes and from hidden nodes to output node for Divisia 

(M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). Due to the nonlinear structure of the model, 

these weights do not represent partial derivatives but stimulus. Thus, size of the 

absolute value of the weights, rather than the coefficients, is considered to assess the 

importance of an explanatory variable.19 According to Table (5.24), when Divisia M1 

is used as a measure of money income variable (non-oil GDP), it is the most 

important stimulus to the hidden layer, followed by the external variable (foreign 

interest rate). However, both income and user-cost weights have the wrong sign. In 

the case of the Simple-Sum M1 monetary aggregate, income variable (non-oil GDP) 

is the most important stimulus to the hidden layer, followed by real exchange rate, as 

reported in Table (5.25). Table (5.26) shows that when the Divisia M2 monetary 

aggregate is used, income variable and real exchange rate are the most important 

                                                
19 McNelis et.al (1996) pointed out the difficulty of assessing the statistical significance of the network 
weights. Instead, they suggest the use of the relative sizes of the absolute values of the network 
weights as measure of the relative contribution of each input to the determination of the output. 
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stimuli to the hidden layer, respectively. However, Table (5.27) reports that when the 

Simple-Sum M2 monetary aggregate is used, income variable and domestic interest 

rate are the most essential stimuli to the hidden layer, respectively.   

b. The Short-Run Money Demand Results 

The short-run adjustment process for Saudi Arabia is approximated using 

Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Four hidden 

nodes were selected for the hidden layer in the backpropagation network. Table (5.28) 

reveals the diagnostics for the approximation of the short run for Saudi Arabia using 

Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Contrary to the 

results obtained in the long-run approximation, diagnostics of the short-run money 

demand for Saudi Arabia favor the use of  Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary 

aggregates over Divisia (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Root mean square errors 

(RMSE) associated with Simple-Sum monetary aggregates are less than those 

associated with Divisia monetary aggregates. Furthermore, Akaike, Hannan Quinn, 

and Schwartz Information criteria favor Simple-Sum (M1, M2) over Divisia (M1, 

M2).  
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Table 5.28 
 

Diagnostics of the short-run money demand for Saudi Arabia 
 

 M1 M2 
 Short-run Short-run 
 DV SS DV SS 

R^2 0.961445 0.971788 0.952502 0.986046 
Adj R^2 0.942789 0.958137 0.929519 0.979295 
RMSE 0.010648 0.008898 0.011662 0.005602 
Akaike -8.8294 -9.18847 -8.64746 -10.1139 

HQ -8.91262 -9.27169 -8.73068 -10.1971 
SIC -8.59321 -8.95228 -8.41127 -9.87773 

 

Tables from (5.29) to (5.32) (see Appendix) show the estimated weights from 

both the input nodes to the hidden nodes and from the hidden nodes to the output 

node for Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). According to Table (5.29), 

when the Divisia M1 aggregate is used as a measure for money, user cost 

(opportunity variable) is the most important stimulus to the hidden layer, followed by 

the external variable (Foreign Interest rate) and real exchange rate. The error-

correction term has the expected sign. In the case of the Simple-Sum M1 monetary 

aggregate, foreign interest rate (interest on Eurodollar) is the most important stimulus 

to the hidden layer, followed by opportunity cost variable (domestic interest rate) and 

income variable (non-oil GDP), as reported in Table (5.30). The error-correction term 

has the expected sign. Table (5.31) shows that when the Divisia M2 monetary 

aggregate is used as a measure of money, income variable is the most important 

stimulus to the hidden layer, but the error-correction term does not have the expected 

sign. In the case where the Simple-Sum M2 monetary aggregate is used as a measure 

for money, Table (5.32) reports that the real exchange rate, followed by the foreign 
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interest rate (interest on Eurodollar) and the domestic interest rate are the most 

essential stimuli to the hidden layer, respectively. Furthermore, the error-correction 

term has the expected sign. 

5.3.3 Consumer Demand Approach to Demand for Money 

Both the long-run relationship between the demand for money and its 

determinants and the short-run adjustment process are estimated under the consumer 

demand approach to demand for money. The long-run money demand is given by 

                                  (5.20) 

where m represents Divisia (M1, M2) or Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates, 

P is the price level, Y is real expenditure on monetary services plus real expenditure 

in consumption (full income) obtained from the representative’s budget constraint, 

OC is the price dual (the Leontief price index) when m is considered as either Simple-

Sum M1 or M2 monetary aggregates, and is the Divisia dual price user cost when m 

is considered as either Divisia M1or M2 monetary aggregates. 

The following feed-forward network is used to approximate the long-run 

money demand relationship ( ): 

                                                                      (5.21) 
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where Nti  is the activation function (logistic function); γ0 and γi are the bias term and 

the weight from hidden node to output node, respectively; βij  denotes the weight of 

the connection between input xi and the jth hidden neuron; and bi is the bias for the 

input xi. 

 The same specification applied to the linear technique to estimate the short-

run money demand function is applied here. Thus, the first difference of the real 

money balances is expressed as a function of its own lags, the lagged first differences 

of its determinants, and the lagged cointegration vector estimated from the long-run 

money demand. This has been done by estimating the long-run relationship first, then 

taking the residual as an input in the estimation of the short-run learning error-

correction and adjustment process. Thus, the short-run adjustment process is 

            (5.22) 

  

a. The Long-Run Money Demand Results 

The long-run money demand for Saudi Arabia is approximated using Divisia 

(M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates under the consumer 

demand approach. One hidden node is selected for the hidden layer in the 

backpropagation network. Table (5.31) reports the goodness of fit and information 

criteria for Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Both 

R^2 and Adjusted R^2 reveal a relatively small discrepancy between the long-run 

Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). However, Akaike, Hannan Quinn, and 

Schwartz Information criteria favor Divisia (M1, M2) over Simple-Sum (M1, M2). 

€ 

Δ(m − p)t = Ψ(Δ(m − p)t− i,ΔYt− i,ΔOCt− i,[(m − p)t−1 −φ(NOY,OC)t−1])
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Furthermore, root mean square errors (RMSE) associated with Divisia monetary 

aggregates are less than those associated with Simple-Sum monetary aggregates. 

These variations in the RMSE are illustrated in Figures (5.13 to (5.16) (see Appendix) 

that plot Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates and their 

fitted values.  

Table 5.33 
 
Diagnostics Of The Long-Run Money Demand For Saudi Arabia  

 
 M1 M2 
 Long-run Long-run 
 DV SS DV SS 

R^2 0.9893955 0.9856168 0.9889173 0.9743177 
Adj R^2 0.9891916 0.9853402 0.9887041 0.9738238 
RMSE 0.0271543 0.034206 0.0284221 0.0482306 
Akaike -7.1383635 -6.6766328 -7.0471012 -5.9894493 

HQ -7.1611955 -6.6994648 -7.0699332 -6.0122813 
SIC -7.0646974 -6.6029668 -6.9734351 -5.9157832 

 

Tables from (5.34) to (5.37) (see Appendix) show the estimated weights from 

both the input nodes to hidden node and from hidden node to output node for Divisia 

(M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). As mentioned in the previous section, size of 

the absolute value of the weights rather than the coefficients is considered to assess 

the importance of an explanatory variable. According to Tables (5.34) and (5.36), 

when Divisia M1 and M2 are used as a measure of money, income variable (full 

income) is the most important stimulus to the hidden layer, and both income and user 

cost weights have the expected signs. In the case of Simple-Sum M1 and M2 

monetary aggregates, income variable is the most important stimulus to the hidden 

layer and its weight has the expected sign. The dual price (the Leontief price index) 
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weight has the expected sign only in the case of Simple-Sum M1, as reported in Table 

(5.37).   

b. The Short-Run Money Demand Results 

The short-run adjustment process for Saudi Arabia is approximated using 

Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Four hidden 

nodes were selected for the hidden layer in the backpropagation network. Table (5.36) 

reveals the diagnostics for the approximation of the short-run for Saudi Arabia using 

Divisia (M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates. Diagnostics of 

the short-run money demand for Saudi Arabia favor the use of Divisia (M1, M2) 

monetary aggregates over Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates.  Root mean 

square errors (RMSE) associated with Divisia monetary aggregates are less than those 

associated with Simple-Sum monetary aggregates. Furthermore, Akaike, Hannan 

Quinn, and Schwartz Information criteria favor Divisia (M1, M2) over Simple-Sum 

(M1, M2). 

Table 5:38 
 
Diagnostics of the short-run money demand for Saudi Arabia  

 
 M1 M2 
 Short-run Short-run 
 DV SS DV SS 

R^2 0.981729 0.967244 0.980466 0.967546 
Adj R^2 0.977285 0.959277 0.975714 0.959652 
RMSE 0.00733 0.009588 0.007479 0.008544 
Akaike -9.40597 -8.86892 -9.36575 -9.09963 

HQ -9.54467 -9.00762 -9.50445 -9.23833 
SIC -9.01232 -8.47527 -8.97211 -8.70598 
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Tables (5.39) to (5.42) (see Appendix) show the estimated weights from both 

the input nodes to hidden nodes and from hidden nodes to output node for Divisia 

(M1, M2) and Simple-Sum (M1, M2). According to Table (5.39), when the Divisia 

M1 aggregate is used as a measure for money, the lags of money is the most 

important incentive to the hidden layer, followed by full income and user cost 

(opportunity variable). The error-correction term has the expected sign. The same 

results are obtained in the case of Simple-Sum M1 monetary aggregate. However, the 

error-correction term does not have the expected sign, as reported in Table (5.40). 

Table (5.41) shows that when the Divisia M2 monetary aggregate is used as a 

measure of money, the full income variable is the most important stimulus to the 

hidden layer and the error-correction term has the expected sign. In the case when the 

Simple-Sum M2 monetary aggregate is used as a measure for money, Table (5.42) 

reports that the full income variable is the most important stimulus to the hidden 

layer, followed by the price dual (the Leontief price index) as the most essential 

stimulus to the hidden layer. However, the error-correction term does not have the 

expected sign. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

The primary objective of this thesis is to apply linear and non-linear 

techniques to estimate the money demand function of Saudi Arabia under two 

alternative approaches using two different measures of monetary aggregates (Divisia 

and Simple-Sum monetary aggregates). The first approach is the conventional way, 

which is based on empirical literature where non-oil GDP is used as a measure for 

income. The second approach is the consumer demand approach to money demand. 

This approach emphasizes the use of variables that are compatible with consumer 

demand theory which emphasizes microeconomic and aggregation theory and deals 

with monetary assets as durable goods which are directly entered as arguments in the 

household utility function. 

The economy of Saudi Arabia and recent developments are discussed in 

details in the first chapter of this dissertation. Next, in first chapter, the structure of 

the financial system in Saudi Arabia is presented as it is necessary to get basic 

knowledge of how the financial system of the Saudi Arabia is set. Furthermore, the 

conduct of the monetary policy in Saudi Arabia is discussed after the discussion on 

the financial system of Saudi Arabia.  

In chapter two, a special attention is given to the theory of Divisia Monetary 

Aggregation first. Then the Divisia monetary aggregates (M1 and M2) for Saudi 

Arabia are constructed. At the end of this chapter, a comparison of the historical 

behavior between Divisia monetary aggregates and the traditional simple-sum 
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aggregates is discussed. The results showed that Divisia M2 and simple-sum M2 

aggregates have a larger discrepancy between them than those observed for Divisia 

M1 and simple-sum M1. This larger discrepancy could be attributed to the fact that 

broad money includes more financial products and instruments than narrow money. 

Furthermore, the growth rates of Divisia M2 and simple-sum M2 are more volatile 

and less correlated than their counterparts Divisia M1 and simple-sum M1.  

The third chapter dealt with the literature on the theoretical aspects of demand 

for money in general with different approaches to the demand for money explained 

vividly. Part of this chapter discussed the salient aspects of money demand in the 

context of Saudi Arabia. Methodology and hypothesized models were presented in 

chapter four. 

Chapter five presented the empirical results form employing two alternative 

techniques, linear (Cointegration and Error-correction) and non-linear (Back 

Propagation Neural Network), to examine the long-run and short-run concepts of the 

demand for money in Saudi Arabia using the two different approaches. The data on 

Divisia monetary aggregates were computed for Saudi Arabia in Chapter Two using 

the method proposed by Barnett (1980, 1982) and Barnett et al. (1984). 

Under the linear (Cointegration and Error-correction) technique, the 

examination of the alternative monetary aggregates and their determinants indicated 

that they are integrated of order one or I (1).  Therefore, the cointegration method has 

been applied to the different monetary aggregates and their determinants. The 

cointegration analysis shows that, following the two alternative approaches, there 
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exist long-run relationships between the monetary aggregates and their determinants. 

In general, better theoretical and statistical results were obtained when the consumer 

demand approach was adopted. Furthermore, outcomes of the consumer demand 

approach show that using Divisia monetary aggregates M1 and M2 outperformed the 

Simple-Sum M1 and M2. In other words, the estimated long-run money demand 

function, using either Divisia M1 or Divisia M2 as a measure for monetary 

aggregates, give us outcomes that coincide with what the theory suggests and are 

statistically sound.  

The results obtained from the consumer demand approach indicate a 

significant role for the opportunity-cost variable that conforms to the theory when 

Divisia dual price is used as the opportunity-cost variable in the money demand 

function. This finding stands contrary to what the money demand literature in Saudi 

Arabia has been suggesting regarding the insignificant role of the opportunity cost in 

the money demand function. Furthermore, the unitary income elasticity was rejected 

by all models when the conventional approach was adopted. However, unitary 

income elasticity was not rejected in two models, Divisia M1 and Simple-Sum M2, 

when the consumer demand approach was adopted. Tests of exclusion of each 

determinant in all of the models were conducted. In general, only one variable, the 

real exchange rate, showed insignificance in all models when adopting the 

conventional approach.  

 These findings pave the way for the use of the error-correction specification 

to analyze the short-run or the dynamic of the money demand function. The error-
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correction results show that we were not able to obtain any significant results when 

using the conventional approach. However, we were able to obtain robust results that 

coincide with what the theory suggests when adopting the consumer demand 

approach, especially when Divisia aggregates are used as a measure for money. 

Regarding the diagnostic tests, the residuals in all our estimated models, using Divisia 

aggregates and adopting the consumer demand approach, showed no significant 

evidence of autocorrelation, non-normality or hetorskedasticity.  

The analysis of dynamic interaction in the post-sample period is investigated 

through innovation accounting analysis. The analysis comprises the Variance 

Decomposition (VDC) and the Impulse Response Function  (IRF). The results from 

VDC and IRF indicate that the behaviors of the alternative monetary aggregates in 

Saudi Arabia are influenced by their determinants in all the money demand function 

models. 

According to the results obtained from employing the non-linear (Back 

Propagation Neural Network) technique, Divisia (M1, M2) monetary aggregates 

outperform Simple-Sum (M1, M2) monetary aggregates in approximating the long-

run relationship between money and its determinants under the conventional approach 

for money demand. On the other hand, when approximating the learning rule of the 

adjustments in the short-run Simple-Sum (M1, M2), monetary aggregates outperform 

Divisia (M1, M2) monetary aggregates under the conventional approach for money 

demand. These results were reached based on the selection of the information criteria 

(Akaike, Hannan Quinn, and Schwartz). 
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When the non-linear (Back Propagation Neural Network) technique is 

employed on the consumer demand approach for money demand, better results are 

obtained. Divisia (M1, M2) monetary aggregates outperform their Simple-Sum 

counterpart in approximating both the long-run relationship between money and its 

determinants and the learning rule of the adjustments in the short-run. Furthermore, 

all explanatory variables and error-correction terms had the signs suggested by the 

theory.   

In conclusion, the analyses and examinations of the long-run and the short-run 

of  the money demand functions for all alternative measures of monetary aggregates 

led us to conclude that Divisia aggregates, when compared to their Simple-Sum 

counterparts, can serve as a potential target in formulating monetary policy in Saudi 

Arabia. This is explained by the fact that the Divisia aggregates provide a framework 

for dealing with the effects of financial innovations and also perform better at a high 

level of aggregation. Since Saudi Arabia is pursuing a policy of financial 

deregulation, which certainly will raise the competition and financial innovation in 

the financial industry, the use of Divisia monetary aggregates as policy instruments is 

suggested. 
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APPENDIX B 

Table 5.19 
 

Variance Decomposition of Forecast Errors  (the Conventional Approach) 
 

   Percentage of Forecast Error Explained by 
Innovation in: 

Period Relative 
variance in: SE MNY INC OPC REX  FI 

1 SM1  0.032533  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.076632  84.08251  8.285532  3.152623  1.902476  2.576863 
10   0.115995  78.12981  12.85980  4.717088  0.950604  3.342702 
15   0.145175  76.77062  14.03964  4.704541  0.613219  3.871980 
20   0.169121  76.57689  14.31962  4.540892  0.453050  4.109555 
24   0.185879  76.52126  14.41533  4.446535  0.376074  4.240801 
        
1 DM1  0.031427  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.061850  68.10142  23.00719  4.510140  0.230632  4.150622 
10   0.100027  48.25018  38.81642  2.749299  0.779499  9.404597 
15   0.136314  38.50226  43.13022  1.553353  1.466682  15.34748 
20   0.168125  33.18475  44.18236  1.300363  1.883101  19.44942 
24   0.190448  30.68529  44.42695  1.279125  2.085765  21.52287 
        
1 SM2  0.023599  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.073519  90.46672  1.621413  0.091175  6.292664  1.528029 
10   0.118563  87.64926  3.473778  0.424966  6.569117  1.882878 
15   0.151025  85.23441  4.935634  0.741875  7.354954  1.733127 
20   0.177469  84.30573  5.374831  0.793154  7.935508  1.590774 
24   0.196187  84.03422  5.477539  0.792726  8.153082  1.542429 
        
1 DM2  0.027931  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.059732  71.68932  23.57046  2.610591  0.187325  1.942312 
10   0.101222  56.47749  38.02445  1.309323  0.506091  3.682652 
15   0.141025  48.40447  41.55270  0.878521  1.118084  8.046223 
20   0.176188  43.64288  42.14950  1.041714  1.545497  11.62040 
24   0.200874  41.34326  42.12030  1.220456  1.764580  13.55141 
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Table 5.20  
 
Variance Decomposition of Forecast Errors  (the Conventional Approach with money 
ordered last) 
 

      
Percentage of Forecast Error Explained by 

Innovation in: 

Period 

Relative 
variance 

in: SE MNY INC OPC REX FI 
1 SM1  0.032533  39.87335  19.59957  6.489571  12.05123  21.98628 
5   0.076632  15.05034  40.78761  12.92605  12.46426  18.77174 
10   0.115995  9.843047  48.87932  14.69426  8.355076  18.22830 
15   0.145175  8.428627  51.10109  14.50909  6.908128  19.05306 
20   0.169121  7.937370  51.85075  14.23473  6.315257  19.66190 
24   0.185879  7.694460  52.15961  14.08430  6.068623  19.99301 
        
1 DM1  0.031427  65.94359  28.07746  5.547049  0.030638  0.401264 
5   0.061850  22.36001  62.95358  9.458733  0.251640  4.976040 
10   0.100027  8.921783  75.04530  5.212623  0.815384  10.00491 
15   0.136314  4.879028  74.89785  2.849337  1.509171  15.86462 
20   0.168125  3.229022  72.86576  2.061103  1.927424  19.91669 
24   0.190448  2.528314  71.56915  1.802667  2.130987  21.96889 
        
1 SM2  0.023599  57.35775  22.29469  0.664548  9.706724  9.976290 
5   0.073519  42.64190  12.10305  0.985598  29.29802  14.97143 
10   0.118563  42.70970  8.535382  0.415612  31.22936  17.10995 
15   0.151025  42.95848  6.616683  0.282315  33.24884  16.89369 
20   0.177469  42.88258  5.919030  0.208314  34.51781  16.47227 
24   0.196187  42.81155  5.682188  0.170713  34.99895  16.33660 
        
1 DM2  0.027931  59.60484  36.62400  2.928827  0.195354  0.646984 
5   0.059732  18.40671  73.68441  5.156053  0.289680  2.463146 
10   0.101222  7.230001  85.59890  2.498909  0.470609  4.201582 
15   0.141025  4.006905  84.92744  1.390523  1.021871  8.653259 
20   0.176188  2.701451  82.37212  1.228381  1.422091  12.27595 
24   0.200874  2.158359  80.72035  1.258962  1.628361  14.23397 
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Table 5.21 
 
Variance Decomposition of Forecast Errors (the Consumer Demand Approach) 
 

   Percentage of Forecast Error Explained by 
Innovation in: 

Period Relative 
variance in: SE MNY INC OPC 

1 SM1  0.030680  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.055338  82.38762  15.42234  2.190038 
10   0.077426  69.03613  29.57462  1.389256 
15   0.095201  62.11293  36.82976  1.057303 
20   0.110435  58.46088  40.67229  0.866823 
24   0.121261  56.63494  42.58970  0.775359 
      
1 DM1  0.030686  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.052404  69.90779  29.65852  0.433692 
10   0.087881  45.65921  54.15003  0.190759 
15   0.121307  36.77012  63.11548  0.114393 
20   0.150229  32.92766  66.98489  0.087450 
24   0.170639  31.14333  68.78120  0.075463 
      
1 SM2  0.021133  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.057822  94.40589  1.537013  4.057096 
10   0.113918  83.27232  5.765509  10.96217 
15   0.173003  80.52040  7.631638  11.84797 
20   0.233784  78.30840  9.126824  12.56477 
24   0.281630  77.16402  9.925206  12.91077 
      
1 DM2  0.029173  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000 
5   0.049387  81.61244  13.95952  4.428034 
10   0.080682  58.12453  33.40448  8.470989 
15   0.112841  45.82017  44.02804  10.15179 
20   0.142469  39.52796  49.46939  11.00265 
24   0.164088  36.48633  52.12264  11.39102 
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Table 5.22 
 
Variance Decomposition of Forecast Errors (the Consumer Demand Approach with 
money ordered last) 
 

      
Percentage of Forecast Error Explained by 

Innovation in: 

Period 
Relative 

variance in: SE MNY INC OPC 
1 SM1 0.030680 57.25278 25.99146 16.75577 
5  0.055338 29.39141 55.10160 15.50699 

10  0.077426 17.75917 72.19285 10.04798 
15  0.095201 12.80814 79.58634 7.605524 
20  0.110435 10.29835 83.40752 6.294122 
24  0.121261 9.048950 85.30118 5.649872 

      
1 DM1 0.030686 24.2802 13.33397 62.38583 
5  0.052404 12.5771 55.70598 31.71692 

10  0.087881 5.658604 80.7311 13.6103 
15  0.121307 3.485324 88.46744 8.047232 
20  0.150229 2.618345 91.60217 5.779483 
24  0.170639 2.230983 92.98225 4.786769 

      
1 SM2 0.021133 99.53832 0.017939 0.44374 
5  0.057822 96.42264 1.270308 2.30705 

10  0.113918 87.2591 5.232129 7.508774 
15  0.173003 84.84564 7.003472 8.150885 
20  0.233784 82.82018 8.439608 8.740211 
24  0.28163 81.75773 9.209159 9.033113 

      
1 DM2 0.029173 47.47884 0.445494 52.07567 
5  0.049387 53.15325 17.13812 29.70864 

10  0.080682 47.53500 38.27164 14.19335 
15  0.112841 42.53643 49.24087 8.222695 
20  0.142469 39.67409 54.73433 5.591576 
24  0.164088 38.18654 57.38181 4.431646 
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Figure 5.1: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M1 (Conventional Approach) 
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Figure 5.2: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M1  
(Conventional Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.3: Impulse response for Divisia M1 (Conventional Approach) 
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Figure 5.4: Impulse response for Divisia M1  
(Conventional Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.5: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M2 (Conventional Approach) 
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Figure 5.6: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M2  
(Conventional Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.7: Impulse response for Divisia M2 (Conventional Approach) 
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Figure 5.8: Impulse response for Divisia M2  
(Conventional Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.9: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M1 (Consumer Demand Approach) 

 

Figure 5.10: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M1  
(Consumer Demand Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.11: Impulse response for Divisia M1 (Consumer Demand Approach) 

 

Figure 5.12: Impulse response for Divisia M1 
(Consumer Demand Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.13: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M2 (Consumer Demand Approach) 

 
Figure 5.14: Impulse response for Simple-Sum M2  

(Consumer Demand Approach with money ordered last) 
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Figure 5.15: Impulse response for Divisia M2 (Consumer Demand Approach) 

 

Figure 5.16: Impulse response for Divisia M2  
(Consumer Demand Approach with money ordered last) 
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Table 5.24 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run conventional approach money demand (using 
Divisia M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                            
nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights 
from hidden nodes to 

output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 
node Weight 

NOYt -0.87034 -4.87168 -5.71967 1 3.17586 
UC1t 0.73512 -1.34241 0.49167 2 -3.60719 
FI t -4.91331 -0.68875 -4.53273 3 0.90375 

REX t -10.7112 3.00659 1.69036   

 
 
Table 5.25 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run conventional approach money demand (using 
Simple-Sum M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                            
nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights 
from hidden nodes to 

output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 
node Weight 

NOYt 5.72916 -1.60031 7.7303 1 3.17586 
i_Riyal t -13.6632 -0.69349 0.15154 2 -3.60719 

FI t 3.60186 -2.03918 -2.85715 3 0.90375 
REX t 1.45163 -2.25538 -6.84464   
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Table 5.26 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run conventional approach money demand (using 
Divisia M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input  nodes to 
 hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden nodes to  
output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden node Weight 

NOYt 2.88516 -6.52298 0.50942 1 3.17586 
UC2t -7.47156 -3.15795 -0.08876 2 -3.60719 
FI t 0.09797 0.84282 -0.11235 3 0.90375 

REX t 3.34653 3.95215 0.40539   

 
 
 
 
Table 5.27 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run conventional approach money demand (using 
Simple-Sum M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input nodes to  
hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden nodes to  
output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden node Weight 

NOYt 0.72863 -14.0681 16.7399 1 3.17586 
i_Riyal t -1.31477 -0.7834 -11.9372 2 -3.60719 

FI t 0.01712 1.85649 -0.32426 3 0.90375 
REX t 2.22122 2.16795 -3.10289   
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Figure 5.17: the long run Divisia M1 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 
 

 

 
Figure 5.18: the long run Simple-Sum M1 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 
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Figure 5.19: the long run Divisia M2 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 

 

 
Figure 5.20: the long run Simple-Sum M1 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 
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Table 5.29 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run conventional approach money demand 
(using Divisia M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input 
nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) 9.12577 -0.20849 0.17647 -0.0448 1 3.17586 
D(Mt-2) 1.28585 0.08702 0.04791 -0.40284 2 -3.60719 
D(Mt-3) -7.60749 -1.44007 0.61207 -10.77233 3 0.90375 

D(NOYt-1) 2.07477 0.06099 0.04697 2.74673 4 -7.13419 

D(NOYt-2) 6.28795 4.60676 0.00475 -2.44436   
D(NOYt-3) -11.6415 -1.94264 -0.18136 1.47788   
D(UC1t-1) 3.58247 -0.15341 -1.92614 -10.13822   
D(UC1t-2) 4.38819 -0.1206 0.17326 -1.78027   
D(UC1t-3) -1.28421 -2.72001 1.93305 7.26711   

D(FIt-1) -0.53639 3.01707 3.81663 -2.31927   
D(FIt-2) -0.04199 0.17314 -0.07102 -0.1728   
D(FIt-3) 0.09461 0.19054 0.22176 6.18413   

D(REXt-1) 0.12695 -0.64421 0.11847 -1.44806   
D(REXt-2) 5.25541 0.86812 -0.65694 3.05857   
D(REXt-3) 3.06069 -1.494 -2.10599 1.54923   

COIt-1 -1.41809 1.36065 -0.02367 -0.70463   
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Table 5.30 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run conventional approach money demand 
(using Simple-Sum M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                            
   nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) 5.12074 -0.50817 17.342 3.22654 1 2.0863 
D(Mt-2) 0.1012 -0.11275 -5.09622 -0.15477 2 -1.1076 
D(Mt-3) 0.32767 -0.21509 -16.1849 -3.74669 3 2.11449 

D(NOYt-1) -11.6188 -0.09913 -0.9356 -2.84793 4 -8.34196 
D(NOYt-2) -0.87549 1.3539 2.10555 -0.97074   

D(NOYt-3) 0.94346 0.53767 3.85737 2.70296   
D(i_Riyalt-1) -0.68184 0.87684 -7.37752 4.33527   
D(i_Riyalt-2) -0.98838 -0.19133 0.07861 2.7044   
D(i_Riyalt-3) 0.37773 -0.25365 -1.2633 -2.01821   

D(FIt-1) 3.02768 -1.6844 1.89327 -7.54402   
D(FIt-2) 0.04622 -0.04205 0.04332 -0.00827   
D(FIt-3) -0.85565 -0.89148 -0.60122 6.11952   

D(REXt-1) -0.4435 -0.20578 12.00661 0.5561   
D(REXt-2) 3.78131 0.13247 3.55003 1.38359   
D(REXt-3) -1.12107 -0.03705 1.45144 0.53938   

COIt-1 -6.63626 -0.06393 0.28764 -3.90071   
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Table 5.31 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run conventional approach money demand 
(using Divisia M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                          
  nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden 
 nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) -1.30708 -0.33905 20.80795 -0.30924 1 0.92847 
D(Mt-2) 0.10002 -0.35445 2.58663 -0.07671 2 -5.69658 
D(Mt-3) 1.01023 -5.24745 -32.8628 -1.34923 3 2.45757 

D(NOYt-1) 0.11662 1.91885 -3.16771 -1.009 4 -3.95467 

D(NOYt-2) -0.04646 -5.1716 0.61053 0.51991   
D(NOYt-3) -0.24917 0.06379 5.68121 1.20941   
D(UC2t-1) 0.20656 -8.50708 -2.20257 -0.43523   
D(UC2t-2) 0.2482 2.01853 -0.31581 -0.36072   
D(UC2t-3) -0.22297 2.93435 8.20268 0.0868   

D(FIt-1) -0.05898 0.36715 1.84051 0.34539   
D(FIt-2) 0.06485 0.13717 -1.23107 0.0278   
D(FIt-3) 0.24953 6.17598 -5.15486 -0.8693   

D(REXt-1) 0.06644 -2.3748 -2.35816 -0.9046   
D(REXt-2) -0.25109 -0.35411 2.8734 0.34321   
D(REXt-3) 0.02724 2.98722 0.65132 -0.04238   

COIt-1 -0.01693 -2.0571 7.34229 2.16511   
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Table 5.32 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run conventional approach money demand 
(using Simple-Sum M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                            
  nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) 0.29438 -2.08872 -0.29197 -7.62185 1 -2.02793 

D(Mt-2) -0.09725 3.10696 0.17648 -9.0871 2 1.17888 
D(Mt-3) 0.68554 0.4436 -0.4343 6.62793 3 -2.19387 

D(NOYt-1) -5.54846 -7.3415 1.80035 -1.93354 4 0.09055 
D(NOYt-2) 7.3265 2.01349 -0.29452 -0.55667   

D(NOYt-3) -0.38891 2.7556 -1.105 -0.60638   
D(i_Riyalt-1) -0.27546 12.48461 -0.27955 -2.41735   
D(i_Riyalt-2) -0.33774 -0.18111 0.09865 6.76021   
D(i_Riyalt-3) 0.09067 -17.8736 -5.31218 1.76426   

D(FIt-1) -1.61815 -1.48476 0.00503 0.01767   
D(FIt-2) -0.02756 0.18988 0.3244 2.98875   
D(FIt-3) 0.62649 7.76191 0.15995 -11.9108   

D(REXt-1) -3.50835 1.34525 19.20797 14.93794   
D(REXt-2) 7.8955 0.15316 -0.0809 -7.53868   
D(REXt-3) -0.11705 -5.67795 -13.879 -8.05589   

COIt-1 1.87113 -0.20435 0.28094 -1.59393   
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Table 5.34 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run Consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Divisia M1) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Estimated weights from Input nodes 
 to hidden node 

Estimated weights from hidden node 
 to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden node Weight 

Yt 4.89322 1 -1.02334 
UC1t -0.00862   
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Table 5.35 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run Consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Simple-Sum M1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
              Note: OC is the opportunity cost variable (Leontief price index) 

 

Estimated weights from Input nodes  
to hidden node 

Estimated weights from hidden node 
 to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden node Weight 

Yt 122.753 1 -7.38044 
OCt -14.4589   
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Table 5.36 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run Consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Divisia M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input nodes 
 to hidden node 

Estimated weights from hidden node 
 to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden node Weight 

Yt 13.30939 1 0.96427 
UC2t -1.53829   
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Table 5.37 
 
Weights for NN estimation for long-run Consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Simple-Sum M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input nodes 
 to hidden node 

Estimated weights from hidden node 
 to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden node Weight 

Yt 32.76608 1 1.01773 
OCt 22.51752   

               Note: OC is the opportunity cost variable (Leontief price index) 
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Figure 5.21: the long run Divisia M1 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 

 

Figure 5.22: the long run Simple-Sum M1 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 

 

Figure 5.23: the long run Divisia M2 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 
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Figure 5.24: the long run Simple-Sum M2 Actual Value VS. Fitted Value 
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Table 5.39 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Divisia M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                           
   nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) 7.72783 -1.4423 0.28087 -5.11659 1 3.79362 
D(Mt-2) 0.93234 -8.57305 0.92521 -5.60492 2 -6.87832 
D(Mt-3) 0.09948 6.59542 -6.87776 12.0767 3 1.80282 

D(Yt-1) -0.49522 -13.7732 0.25615 -4.28547 4 -4.69858 
D(Yt-2) -15.9211 0.01473 42.19813 0.45048   
D(Yt-3) -16.6407 -0.05547 0.07973 0.31886   

D(UC1t-1) -4.26696 2.19086 -10.8084 -3.68463   
D(UC1t-2) 3.34111 3.7271 6.42297 -2.88676   
D(UC1t-3) 7.95979 15.96245 -24.0057 2.07178   

COIt-1 5.41641 -0.89901 -4.66255 -2.13616   
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Table 5.40 
 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Simple-Sum M1) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                        
   nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden 
 nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) -1.844 4.8454 -4.93718 -3.57242 1 1.07052 

D(Mt-2) -13.6459 -0.03817 6.25009 0.76302 2 -13.4976 
D(Mt-3) 0.15736 -7.89737 4.66602 2.88329 3 2.33524 
D(Yt-1) -1.79582 -5.68798 3.23874 -2.3233 4 -3.87271 

D(Yt-2) 0.14404 -4.44667 0.44606 -1.66117   
D(Yt-3) 5.94801 5.54642 7.63634 0.47768   
D(OC-1) -0.01858 0.83248 0.63959 0.05353   
D(OCt-2) 0.81059 -0.01085 0.10305 -0.22433   
D(OCt-3) 11.87676 1.21428 -0.0262 0.20062   

COIt-1 -4.42416 0.07102 -0.0038 1.38516   
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Table 5.41 
Weights for NN estimation for short-run consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Divisia M2) 
 

Estimated weights from Input                           
 nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) -5.75973 -9.28953 11.8159 -0.37684 1 5.65574 

D(Mt-2) 5.44532 14.81577 3.07335 8.19664 2 -4.92172 
D(Mt-3) -2.51533 -5.8174 -6.94548 -24.495 3 4.6141 
D(Yt-1) -0.72532 -30.4008 0.11023 23.35919 4 -2.89447 

D(Yt-2) 2.62698 -4.93015 12.85024 -36.9057   
D(Yt-3) 1.00323 -1.41519 1.83836 -0.71973   

D(UC2t-1) -2.22462 11.01312 -3.98752 7.91355   
D(UC2t-2) -4.45391 2.54068 -2.07509 -15.1494   
D(UC2t-3) -2.59464 1.00524 -5.62122 17.0284   

COIt-1 1.29784 0.61707 -6.7928 -1.11435   

 
Table 5.42:  
Weights for NN estimation for short-run consumer demand approach for money 
demand (using Simple-Sum M2) 

Estimated weights from Input                                
   nodes to hidden nodes 

Estimated weights from hidden  
nodes to output node 

Input Hidden 1 Hidden 2 Hidden 3 Hidden 4 Hidden node Weight 

D(Mt-1) -0.57913 0.88111 16.82742 -1.10199 1 1.07052 

D(Mt-2) 6.39405 -16.4242 -8.88201 -0.50043 2 -13.4976 
D(Mt-3) 2.06865 -0.02657 1.19378 -0.61439 3 2.33524 
D(Yt-1) -2.13103 -10.9391 8.60184 4.9228 4 -3.87271 
D(Yt-2) 0.29578 -1.63346 -6.31142 -2.03239   
D(Yt-3) -7.88519 27.94575 -12.2032 -5.91097   
D(OC-1) 13.56094 2.62609 -7.57509 -1.37965   
D(OCt-2) -0.63119 -0.16917 -9.46702 -5.33538   
D(OCt-3) -0.43337 -0.21761 4.85182 9.39583   

COIt-1 -5.77307 -1.1721 33.79517 7.00076   

 


